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Abstract 

In this paper, I consider the interaction of societal language attitudes and 

children's literacy education, with attention to two particular societies: 

seventeenth-century Paris and contemporary Philadelphia. In both societies, 

language attitudes favor a standard dialect-the variety spoken by the upper class, 

and the variety representative of elite social status. I examine literacy education 

practices and children's reading materials. For both societies, I suggest that the 

divergence of orthography and pronunciation causes difficulty for beginning 

readers who speak non-standard dialects. I ultimately propose the similarity of 

reading education in seventeenth-century Paris and modem Philadelphia, two 

societies more than three centuries apart. 

I. Introduction 

Most broadly, this paper considers the relationship between language attitudes and children's 

literacy education. I examine language attitudes that establish a standard or elite variety of the 

target language, assigning prestige to particular variants or dialects and, by contrast, stigmatizing 

other variants or dialects present in the speech community. I consider and compare two 
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communities: contemporary Philadelphia and seventeenth-century Paris. As I explain below, 

both language communities demonstrate language attitudes that favor a particular elite variety 

and, by contrast, stigmatize other varieties. In both communities, speakers of the standard or 

prestige variety, along with speakers of other, stigmatized varieties, learn to read and write. In 

both contexts, I examine the relationship between language attitudes and the processes by which 

children acquire literacy. Specifically, I consider the process by which children learn to read, and 

I examine reading materials used for early literacy education. 

I first examine reading education in contemporary Philadelphia. I consider the 

experiences of speakers of AA VE, a non-standard dialect of American English. I discuss 

Labov's 2001 study, which suggests that AAVE speakers struggle to read words with coda (that 

is, syllable-final) consonant clusters, because AA VE demonstrates the reduction of coda 

consonant clusters. In this way, the divergence of orthography and pronunciation causes trouble 

for beginning readers. I attempt to quantify the difficulty encountered by AA VE speakers, by 

counting the instances of coda consonant clusters in a particular book, Arnold Lobel's (1976) 

Frog and Toad All Year. Next I examine reading education in seventeenth-century Paris. I first 

describe prevalent processes of literacy education, which differed across social classes. I then 

attempt to apply Labov' s (200 1) finding that the divergence of orthography and pronunciation 

causes trouble for beginning readers. I identify a linguistic variable that differed across classes, 

namely, the pronunciation of final [ r]. I then suggest the possibility that prestigious 

pronunciation matched the orthography used in children's reading materials, while non-standard 

or lower class pronunciation conflicted with orthography used in children's reading materials. I 

identify a group of books that children probably encountered at school, and I count the 

troublesome forms that appear in the first 500 words of each sample text. In my final section, I 



use Scribner' s "Literacy in Three Metaphors" (1984) to categorize and compare the literacy 

education practices of both contemporary Philadelphia and seventeenth-century Paris. 

II. Basic sociolinguistic definitions 
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First, I will define several basic sociolinguistic concepts, which I use throughout the paper: 

linguistic varieties, accents, and dialects. Here, I will also discuss the concepts of standard and 

prestige varieties, for my research assumes the existence of prestige varieties in both modem 

Philadelphia and seventeenth century Paris (prestige varieties of English and French, 

respectively). In general, a variety is "a set oflinguistic items with similar distribution" (Hudson 

1996:22 cited in Wardhaugh 2010:23); in other words, a variety includes particular linguistic 

forms, "which we can uniquely associate with some external factor (presumably, a geographical 

area or a social group)" (Wardhaugh 2010:23). An individual's linguistic variety therefore 

encompasses his or her speech patterns, which include the particular phonetic, lexical, and 

syntactic forms that the speaker uses. The speaker shares his variety with some larger group of 

speakers, whether according to location or some social association. 

Jones notes that "all speakers have both an accent and a dialect": a speaker' s accent 

encompasses "pronunciation," while a speaker' s dialect designates the particular "grammar and 

vocabulary"- that is, syntactic and lexical forms- that the speaker uses (1999: 118). Jones 

distinguishes between regional and social dialects. Generally, regional dialects correspond to 

speech communities in specific geographic locations, while social dialects correspond to specific 

"social groups" or "social situations" (1999: 118). Jones considers standard UK and US English, 

two "prestigious dialects" of English that "are social rather than regional; that is they are 



preferred by particular (usually higher) social groups, and in particular (usually more formal) 

social situations" (1999: 118-119). 
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Hudson acknowledges that "the notion ' standard language' is somewhat imprecise," but 

he nonetheless summarizes a general process of standardization, which is to say, the process that 

generates a standard language. Essentially, standardization codifies a "particular variety" of the 

language; so for standardization to begin, "somehow or other a particular variety must have been 

selected" (Hudson 2001 :33). Sometimes, a portion of the speech community already uses the 

chosen variety; here, standardization favors the social group or groups that use the selected 

variety, because "the chosen variety necessarily gains prestige and so the people who already 

speak it share in this prestige" (Hudson 2001:33). Sometimes, no members ofthe speech 

community use the chosen variety. Either way, standardization next requires codification, which 

demands that "some agency such as an academy must have written dictionaries and grammar 

books to ' fix ' the variety, so that everyone agrees on what is correct" (Hudson 2001 :33). Here, 

codification establishes the rules, so to speak, of the standard variety. 

Once the prestige variety is chosen, and the codified forms established, the standard 

language requires expansion and modification, to incorporate any and all forms necessary to "the 

functions associated with central government and with writing" (Hudson 2001 :33). Then, finally, 

"the variety has to be accepted by the relevant population as the variety of the community" 

(Hudson 2001 :33); then, the established standard variety "can also be used to give prestige to 

speakers, marking off those who employ it from those who do not, i.e. , those who continue to 

speak a nonstandard variety" (Wardhaugh 201 0:33). 
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II. Language Attitudes and Education in Contemporary America 

A. Standard American English and African American Vernacular English 

In contemporary America, language attitudes favor a particular standard dialect, Standard 

American English (SAE). In this section, I will consider the relationship between SAE and a 

non-standard, stigmatized dialect, African American Vernacular English (AA VE). I will first 

distinguish AA VE from African American English (AAE), for the two titles denote different 

patterns of language use. AAE often refers to the language used by African American speakers 

of English; of course, African Americans' language varies greatly, but Mufwene argues that the 

broad definition of AAE- that is, "the identification of AAE as 'English as it is spoken by or 

among African Americans'"- "assumes no monolithic system" (Mufwene 2001 :25). In other 

words, the AAE label does not imply a homogenous or "monolithic" language variety, nor does 

the label suggest that all English-speaking African Americans speak the same variety of English. 

In his attempt to define AAE, Mufwene calls upon Kripke's baptismal theory (Kripke 1972 

summarized in Mufwene 2001 ), which claims that "the distinguishing features associated with a 

referent do not necessarily justify the association nor the naming practice" (Mufwene 2001 :22). 

Mufwene argues that Kripke's baptismal theory applies to the "recognition of language varieties" 

(Mufwene 2001:23), and particularly, to the recognition of AAE (Mufwene 1999 summarized in 

Mufwene 2001): although AAE encompasses a broad variety of features and patterns, "it should 

be enough to identify the variety ostensibly, regardless of what proportion of the relevant 

community speaks it" (Mufwene 2001 :25). 
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Though AA VE also evades precise definition, AA VE does not encompass the language 

use of the entire African American community, but, rather, represents a more specific set of 

linguistic features. For Lippi-Green, "the term AA VE itself is inexactly defined" (Lippi-Green 

1997: 17 6 in Mufwene 2001 :24 ). For Spears, AA VE represents a basil ectal variety of AAE 

(Spears 1988 summarized in Mufwene 2001 :24). Henderson writes that "the varieties of English 

spoken by Blacks form a continuum between SE [Standard English] and AA VE in which 

speakers incorporate a number of different features in their language, combining various 

grammatical, phonological, and lexical items of AAVE" (Henderson 2001 :52): AAVE represents 

one end of a fluid spectrum, and speakers who use features of AA VE may also use features of 

SE. Regardless of its precise definition, AA VE represents a non-standard and stigmatized variety 

of American English, and "bias against African Americans occurs based on the language they 

use in the very institutions that create economic opportunity in the US-schools and the 

workplace" (Henderson 2001: 159). 

Contemporary American language attitudes generally consider the linguistic features of 

SAE to be "good" or "correct"; by contrast, the linguistic features of non-standard dialects, such 

as AAVE, are deemed "bad" or "wrong" (Henderson 2001:137). For example, in a survey of 44 

native English speaking hiring managers, Henderson asked subjects to select "what they thought 

was the best definition ofEbonics," (2001:192), and most participants chose the option, "Not a 

dialect at all, but bad English" (200 1: 192). Many educators struggle to accept that "the linguistic 

legacy of American slavery is not ' ungrammatical ' or simply ' bad' English" (Baugh 2001:325-

6). Baugh notes the "unfortunate historical practice of viewing African American speech as 

deviant, or pathological" (2001 :337). Linguists maintain that "that SE is not superior to AA VEin 

its capacity for communication, but rather that speakers of SE are held in higher regard" 
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(Henderson 2001 :51). In other words, SAE owes its apparent superiority to societal attitudes, 

rather than to inherent linguistic attributes, and "the first step in understanding this is examining 

linguistic evidence that demystifies AA VE by demonstrating that its features are shared by other 

languages of the world, earlier versions of English, and even SE itself' (Henderson 2001:5 1-52). 

For example, AAVE demonstrates "reduction of final consonant clusters" : Henderson gives the 

AA VE example She took the tes and its SAE counterpart, She took the test (Henderson 2001:5 5). 

Americans might call She took the tes an incorrect sentence, considering test the only correct 

English variant of the word ' test.' However, the reduction of final consonant clusters represents a 

systematic linguistic rule: " ... analyses of final consonant groups or clusters in AAE have been 

used as evidence that the language variety is systematic and governed by rules" (Green 

2002:107). 

B. AA VE in American Schools 

American schools reflect the widespread American preference for SAE. In American 

public schools, literacy education generally proceeds in SAE. I will consider the experiences of 

children who speak AA VE or use AA VE features in their speech. When young AA VE speakers 

begin school, they must learn literacy in a language they do not speak. Furthermore, teachers 

expect students to speak SAE (Wong Filmore & Snow 2000) and negatively evaluate students 

who speak AA VE, instead (Labov 1970 and Rickford 1996 summarized in Henderson 2001). 

Smitherman (1997:217-218 in Wong Filmore & Snow 2000:5-6) gives a dialogue that 

demonstrates the expectation that students speak SAE: 

Student (excitedly): Miz Jones, you remember that show you tole us about? Well , me and 

my mama 'nem-
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Teacher (interrupting with a "warm" smile): Bernadette, start again. I'm sorry, but I can't 

understand you. 

Student (confused): Well, it was that show, me and my momma-

Teacher (interrupting again, still with that "warm" smile): Sorry, I still can't understand 

you. 

(Student, now silent, even more confused than ever, says nothing.) 

Teacher: Now Bernadette, first of all, it's Mrs. Jones, not Miz Jones. And you know it 

was an exhibit, not a show. Now, haven't I explained to the class over and over again that 

you always put yourself last when you are talking about a group of people and yourself 

doing something? So, therefore, you should say what? 

Student: My momma and me -

Teacher (exasperated): No! My mother and I. Now start again, this time right. 

Student: Aw, that's okay, it wasn't nothing. 

In Smitherman's dialogue, the teacher apparently believes that SAE represents correct English, 

while AA VE represents incorrect English. Mrs. Jones suggests that AA VE impedes effective 

communication. According to Mrs. Jones, Bernadette's language is not even correct enough to be 

understood, but "it is clear that the reason for lack of communication was not the one the teacher 
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gave: 'I'm sorry, but I can' t understand you"' (Wong Filmore & Snow 2002:232). Mrs. Jones 

thus undermines the validity of Bernadette's native dialect. Here, by favoring SAE at the expense 

of AA VE, the teacher discourages her student from communication. 

In this way, when AA VE speakers enter school, they are expected to read, write, and 

often speak in a language they have not already acquired. African American students have 

generally earned lower reading assessment scores than peers (Harber & Bryan 1976:387; Simons 

& Johnson 1974, Harber & Bryan 1976, & Lass 1980 in Troutman & Falk 1982:123; Labov 

2001). Labov writes that "the gap between reading achievement ofEuro-Americans and African 

Americans is persistent and profound" (200 1 :301 ). Labov characterizes the so-called "gap" in 

Philadelphia schools: across three decades (from 1971 to 1999), nine-year-old African American 

students demonstrated lower National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP) scale reading 

scores (2001 :302), and "this differential is even more striking when we consider reading levels in 

Philadelphia schools as a whole are very low" (Labov 2001 :302). Between 1980 and 1991 , about 

35 points separate the average scores for black students from the average scores for white 

students, and Labov explains that "this difference represents the difference between functioning 

and non-functioning readers" (2001 :301). In both 2011 and 2009, 25 points separated the 

national average NAEP scores for black students and white students (Nationsreportcard.gov, nd). 

In Philadelphia last year (2011), the average NAEP score for black students was 22 points lower 

than the average NAEP score for white students (Nationsreportcard.gov, nd). Both nationally and 

in Philadelphia, African American students continue to score below their white peers. 

Many researchers blame AA VE for African American students' low assessment scores. 

Followers of the so-called "deficit theory" suppose that "black ghetto children show a cultural, 

cognitive, and/or linguistic deficiency resulting from an impoverished environment" (Troutman 
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& Falk 1982:123); for AAVE speakers, the native dialect "is considered inadequate for school 

learning" (Troutman & Falk 1982:124). The deficit theory thus assumes the inferiority of AA VE, 

and as explained above, AA VE bears no inherent linguistic deficit or inferiority. For this reason, 

many researchers prefer the "difference theory," which maintains that AAVE speakers speak a 

different, but not inferior, dialect. Under the difference theory, the native dialect "is said to create 

"interference" in these children' s ability to learn to read Standard English" (Dillingofski 1979, 

Harber 1977, and Lass 1980 summarized in Troutman & Falk 1982:124). 

Interference refers to the "the tendency of individuals learning a new [dialect] to impose 

the sounds and structures of their native tongue on the unfamiliar sounds and structures they are 

trying to master" (Johnson 1969 in Troutman & Falk 1982:124). In this way, both the deficit 

theory and the difference theory imply that African American students lag behind their white 

peers because AA VE speakers must acquire literacy in a language they do not already speak, 

while white students presumably speak SAE. However, the two theories propose contrasting 

perspectives of the native dialect. The deficit theory assumes the inferiority of the native dialect, 

but the difference theory recognizes the validity of the native dialect. The linguistic interference 

hypothesis emerged in the early 1970s, and in the years that followed, "proving or disproving the 

existence of dialect interference quickly became a hot topic, with no less than forty-five studies 

published in the 1970s alone" (Rickford et al. 2004:259). However, the consequent wave of 

studies, which intended to test for linguistic interference in literacy education, produced 

inconclusive results (Harber & Bryen 1976). 

Labov (2001) gives "a linguistic analysis of reading errors," which categorizes the errors 

that comprise "a collection of reading errors made in West Philadelphia schools by children 

reading a variety of books" (304); Labov organizes students' errors according to "which element 
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of syllable structure is responsible," in order to identify the particular features that cause trouble 

for young readers (2001 :304). Labov distinguishes between onsets that include a single 

consonant and onsets that include consonant clusters. Where the onset includes a single 

consonant, students demonstrate that they "know the alphabet almost perfectly" and successfully 

read the consonant (Labov 2001:304); however, "any increase in the complexity ofthe onset 

produces a sharp rise in errors" (Labov 2001 :304). Reading errors for syllable nuclei and codas 

pattern similarly: students read "simple nuclei" (Labov 2001 :304) and single-letters codas 

without difficulty, but both an "increase in complexity ofthe nucleus" (Labov 2001:304) and the 

presence of"complex clusters" in the coda (Labov 2001 :304) produce higher error rates. 

However, Labov notes that reading errors associated with coda consonant clusters display "an 

additional feature that points strongly towards the influence of spoken language," which is to 

say, the effect of spoken AA VE on children's reading errors (Labov 2001 :305). Students 

produce more errors when they encounter particular kinds of clusters, apical clusters, and Labov 

(200 1) claims that "there is no orthographic reason why final apical clusters should be read 

wrong more often than non-apical clusters" (306). 

Labov writes about a reading intervention program, which "trained tutors in the America 

Reads program and students in University of Pennsylvania classes in the use of an Individualized 

Reading Manual (IRM) constructed to teach inner-city struggling readers" (2001 :307). The 

program targeted the complex syllable elements that, as explained above, cause particular trouble 

for young AA VE speakers who are learning to read (Labov 2001 ). Tutors provided "direct 

instruction on the ways in which the letters of the alphabet combine to signal the sounds of 

English" (Labov 2001 :307). The tutors tracked students' progress, according to the number of 

errors produced for each category. While performance improved in many categories, students 
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continued to struggle with final consonant clusters (Labov 2001 ). As mentioned above, final 

consonant clusters in AA VE pattern differently than final consonant clusters in SAE. Therefore, 

Labov' s work "demonstrates clearly that the grammar of AA VE has to be taken into account in 

teaching reading to African American children" (200 1:314 ). 

I will use Labov' s (2001) findings to examine the effect of American language attitudes 

on children' s literacy education, and more specifically, on the process by which children learn to 

read. To do so, I will examine the reading material that children actually encounter. First I must 

identify a book that many students, including speakers of AA VE, use as they first learn to read. 

The School District of Philadelphia releases annual summer reading lists, and for 2009, 

the kindergarten reading list included four books: Frog and Toad All Year by Arnold Lobel, I 

Love Saturdays y Domingos by Alma Flor Ada, G is for Goat by Patricia Polocco, and Ten, Nine, 

Eight by Molly Bang (Free Library of Philadelphia). The School District of Philadelphia includes 

169 elementary schools (School District of Philadelphia, nd), and an online library catalogue 

allows the search of 54 elementary school libraries (Welcome to Philadelphia School District). A 

search for Frog and Toad All Year shows 96 copies in School District of Philadelphia libraries 

(Library Search, nd.) 1• Many of the 54 schools have multiple copies of the book. I Love 

Saturdays y Domingos appears in 13 schools' catalogues. There are 5 copies of G is for Goat -

one copy in each of five elementary school libraries. The catalog lists 22 copies of Ten, Nine, 

Eight, shared across 14 schools. Because the summer reading list includes Frog and Toad All 

Year, because many ofthe school libraries contain copies, and because many of the libraries 

contain multiple copies, I assume that Frog and Toad All Year represents a book that many 

students would encounter while learning to read. I do not claim that all students read Frog and 

1 For the idea to consult the online library catalogues of Philadelphia School District, I thank 
Catherine Duffield, a student studying Secondary Spanish Education at Temple University. 
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Toad All Year or that the book perfectly exemplifies the beginning reading material used in 

Philadelphia. I merely suggest that the book plays a role in the beginning reading experience of a 

reasonably large group of students. 

Labov (200 1) suggests that AA VE speakers struggle to read consonant clusters in 

syllable codas. To determine the frequency with which AAVE speakers actually encounter 

syllable-final consonant clusters, I will examine the content of Frog and Toad All Year (Lobel 

1976)2. The book contains 1733 words and 1980 syllables. From among the 1980 syllables, I 

identified and counted all syllables whose codas contain consonant clusters. I divide syllable-

final consonant clusters into three categories, which I call Category I, Category II, and Category 

III. Category I encompasses any coda that includes a consonant cluster in both spoken SAE and 

written form. Here, the coda includes at least two consonants and thus has the form CC*, where 

C represents a consonant and C* represents at least one consonant (i.e., one or more consonants). 

For example, the coda of the single syllable of the word fast includes a consonant cluster in the 

written form, <fast>, and in the spoken form, [fast]; the coda of the single syllable of sticks 

includes a consonant cluster in the written form, <sticks>, and in the spoken form, [stlks] . 

Category II encompasses any coda whose SAE spoken form includes a consonant cluster, and 

whose written form includes a sequence of two or more consonants separated by <e>. Here, the 

written coda includes at least two consonants and a single vowel, which is to say, the written 

coda has the form C*VC*, where V represents a vowel. However, the spoken coda features only 

a consonant cluster and has the form CC*. For example, consider the word leaves: the coda of 

the spoken form, [livs] , includes a consonant cluster; in the written form, <leaves>, an <e> 

separates the consonants <v> and <s>. Category III encompasses any coda whose written form 

2 Thanks to Maury Lander-Portnoy of Haverford College for double-checking my 
identification of target codas in Frog and Toad All Year. 
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includes a consonant cluster, but whose SAE spoken form does not include a consonant cluster. 

The written coda takes the form CC*, but the spoken coda takes the form C. For example, the 

written form of trying includes the consonant cluster <ng>, but the spoken coda [ IJ] does not 

include a consonant cluster. 

In my analysis of Frog and Toad All Year, I pay particular attention to Category I and 

Category II codas. Category I codas include a CC* consonant cluster in both written and SAE 

spoken form; as explained above, AA VE spoken forms often feature "reduction of final 

consonant clusters" (Henderson 2001 :55). Therefore, when a speaker of SAE encounters a 

Category I word, the CC* spoken form matches the CC* written form. However, when a speaker 

of AA VE encounters a Category I coda, the CC* written form may contradict the C spoken form. 

When a speaker of SAE encounters a Category II word, the consonants in the C*VC* form 

match the consonants in the spoken CC* form. In other words, despite the unpronounced <e>, all 

written consonants correspond with pronounced consonants. However, when a speaker of AA VE 

encounters a Category II word, some consonants in the C*VC* written form fail to surface in the 

spoken form. In this way, both Categories I and II represent challenges for the AAVE speaker. I 

call codas from either Category I or Category II target codas, and the syllables that contain them, 

target syllables. I focus my analysis of Frog and Toad All Year on the appearance of target 

codas. 

For Category III codas, the written form includes a consonant cluster and the SAE spoken 

form does not include a consonant cluster. When the SAE speaker encounters a Category III 

coda, the written word takes the form CC*, while the spoken word takes the form C. Therefore, 

the spoken form does not include a final consonant cluster. I base my analysis upon the 

assumption that consonant clusters are reduced in AA VE (Henderson 2001); if the SAE form 
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does not include a final consonant cluster, however, then the reduction of final consonant clusters 

does not apply. 

Of the 1980 total syllables, I counted 237 target syllables; approximately 11.97% of the 

book's total syllables have Category I or Category II codas, which is to say, codas that represent 

a particular challenge for the AAVE speaker. Ofthe 237 words containing target syllables, 

63.29% belong to Category I; the majority of target codas include CC* consonant clusters for 

both the SAE spoken and written forms. The remaining 36.71% of target codas belong to 

Category II, with an <e> separating final consonants in the written form. Most of the Category II 

codas demonstrate particular features: of the 87 words that contain Category II codas, 63 words 

(72.41%) are words that bear the past tense suffix -ed, where the suffix is attached to a 

monosyllabic word ending in a consonant, and the suffix is realized in SAE as [t]. For the 

complete figures, and for a list of words containing target codas, see Appendix A. 

I have suggested that Frog and Toad All Year represents a typical example of reading 

material that Philadelphia students encounter. Labov (2001) suggests that AAVE speakers have 

particular difficulty reading syllable-final consonant clusters, due to the linguistic features of 

AA VE. Frog and Toad All Year represents a considerable challenge for AA VE speakers: 

11.97% of the syllables they encounter contain the problematic clusters; and, if Frog and Toad 

All Year indeed represents typical material for young readers, then AA VE speakers would 

consistently face challenges learning to read. 
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III. Language Attitudes and Education in Seventeenth Century France 

A. Refined French and the aristocracy 

In seventeenth-century France, new language attitudes developed and spread among the nobility: 

language attitudes favored a particular variety of French, which acquired elite status and 

distinguished members of the upper class from the rest of the population. Changes in Parisian 

social structure facilitated the emergence of new, elitist language attitudes (Ayres-Bennet 1987, 

Lodge 2004, Motley 1990). Before the sixteenth century, members of the French aristocracy 

"resided principally on their country estates" (Lodge 2004: 1 09). In the first half of the sixteenth 

century, however, Fran<;ois I was "determined to consolidate his power at home," and "seeking 

to establish himself in the eyes of Europe as the perfect Renaissance prince, with Paris as the 

ideal city," Fran<;ois I made Paris his "permanent residence" (Lodge 2004:109). When Fran<;ois I 

moved to Paris, the aristocracy followed, and a large number of French aristocrats settled 

permanently in Paris. Therefore, by the seventeenth century, the French aristocracy was centered 

in Paris. 

Furthermore, social mobility increased, and the seventeenth-century nobility consisted of 

two distinct groups: the old nobility, or the noblesse d 'epee, and the new nobility, or the noblesse 

de robe. The noblesse d 'epee (the nobility of the sword) consisted of military men, "whose 

ascribed social function was to fight" (Motley 1990:3). Membership in the noblesse d 'epee, also 

called the noblesse de race (the nobility of race, which is to say, ofheritage), depended almost 

entirely upon lineage (Gerstenberger 2007). The members of the noblesse de robe (literally, the 

nobility of the robe), on the other hand, often acquired noble status through the sale of offices, 
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and the nobles of the robe were generally wealthy and well educated. Though " [the relationship] 

between the noblesse d 'epee and the noblesse de robe was never characterized by a simple 

relation of superiority to inferiority" (Gerstenberger 2007:473), the two groups remained distinct 

and competitive. With the introduction of new, wealthy and educated nobles, the noblesse d 'epee 

struggled to maintain its superiority: members of the noblesse d 'epee touted their lineage, and 

"the claim to a principled precedence over the noblesse de robe that many of the older nobles 

maintained, corresponded to the fact that it was only the noblesse de robe to which access was 

now possible" (Gerstenberger 2007:475). 

While the noblesse d 'epee maintained "the belief in the natural superiority of nobles by 

birth" (Motley 1990:12), members ofthe noblesse de robe worked to secure their place among 

the upper class and "strove to become accepted socially and fully integrated into noble circles by 

adapting a noble way of life in behavior and dress" (Ayres-Bennet 1987: 196). Therefore, for the 

noblesse de robe, language use aided assimilation into the upper class: mastery of the "language 

of the court" demonstrated belonging and membership among the nobility (Ayres-Bennet 

1987:197). Furthermore, for both the old and new nobility, language use distinguished the upper 

class from the rest of society; as a whole, the nobility "wished to remain an elite and so aimed at 

an increasingly refined use of language which would then distance them from their social 

inferiors" (Ayres-Bennet 1987:200). Lodge also claims that the linguistic varieties of 

seventeenth-century Paris served to mark class boundaries, with "the elites drawing ever more 

restrictive lines around themselves as a protection against encroachments from below" (Lodge 

2004:149). 

Throughout the seventeenth century, grammarians published language manuals and 

commentaries that defined correct and "refined" French (Ayres-Bennet 1987, Nadeau & Barlow 
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2006). For example, Vaugelas published Remarques sur la langue franr;oise (Remarks on the 

French language) in 1647, and "subsequent writers were quick to adopt the format or the style of 

presentation of the work for their publications or indeed to assimilate its contents" (Ayres

Bennet 1987:201): a number of similar language manuals emerged as the century progressed. 

Vaugelas's work, and comparable language manuals, provided detailed instructions for the use of 

elite, "refined" French. For example, Vaugelas considers word choice and the proper use of 

lexical items, and "many of his observations are devoted to differentiating semantically or 

etymologically related words and to clarifying meanings" (Ayres-Bennet 1987:123). Vaugelas 

discusses pronunciation, pronoun use, verb conjugation, and a variety of other lexical, semantic, 

syntactic, and morphological rules (Ayres-Bennet 1987). Vaugelas's linguistic rules reflect "the 

usage of polite Parisian society" (Co ski 2011 :77); in other words, Vaugelas bases his rules upon 

the linguistic variety he observes in elite, aristocratic society. In this way, Remarques sur la 

langue franr;oise "provided a way, for those aspiring to a position of respect in society, of 

acquiring the behaviour necessary to be acceptable in Court circles" (Ayres-Bennet 1987:197) 

helping readers to identify and master the nobility's elite variety of French. Therefore, for new 

members of the nobility, language manuals aided assimilation, offering "a way for newcomers to 

learn the language of the court, so that they no longer stood out as different, but through 

imitation conformed socially" (Ayres-Bennet 1987:197). 

However, the language behaviors of the aristocracy encompassed more than careful 

reproduction of the syntactic, phonetic, lexical, and morphological forms described in 

seventeenth-century language manuals. Mastery of the prestigious variety also demanded an 

apparent ease of use, or "'natural' grace in speech" (Motley 1990:13); members of the nobility 



demonstrated "natural grace, which shines like a divine light in all his exercises and even his 

least important actions" (Faret cited in Motley 1990:13). 

B. Literacy education in seventeenth-century France 
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Now I will examine the processes by which seventeenth-century Parisian children learned to 

read. In the mid-seventeenth century, "on the primary or elementary level several types of 

schooling were available, depending on the social and economic status of the students" 

(Arnandez 1991 :104). For "the children of the rich or those belonging to families in comfortable 

circumstances" (Arnandez 1991:104-1 05), education took place either at home or at school: 

upper class children "were often taught by private tutors at home," but some attended "classical 

boarding schools and colleges" that "catered to the children of wealthy or noble parents who 

preferred not to have their children tutored at home" (Amandez 1991:1 05). The boarding schools 

and colleges "prepared students for classical studies offered in the colleges" (Arnandez 

1991:1 05)-in other words, the children of wealthy families generally continued schooling 

beyond the primary level, and the primary school thus anticipated its students' pursuit of 

secondary education. 

In the early seventeenth century, language attitudes played a large role in literacy 

acquisition among the nobility; Motley suggests that "the interdependence between language and 

social context ... shaped their attitudes toward reading, writing, and the social uses ofliterature 

knowledge" (1990:77). For the aristocracy, literacy education emphasized "the vernacular 

language as a means of conditioning the assimilation and social uses of knowledge" (Motley 

1970:70). In section IliA above, I suggest the role of spoken French in aristocratic circles. 
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Refined or prestigious French signified noble status, and mastery of refined language 

distinguished the nobility from the rest of the population (Ayres-Bennet 1987); for the nobility, 

"much of aristocratic social life and identity continued to be shaped by traditions of oral 

discourse and conversation" (Motley 1990:78). Children's literacy education reflected the social 

importance of spoken French, such that" ... many of the pedagogical techniques of domestic 

education sought to vocalize written knowledge and to teach children to use knowledge in 

conversation" (Motley 1990:78). For example, children memorized and recited French poems 

(Motley 1990:78), and many aristocratic children studied letter writing, which represented "an 

extension of conversational exchange" (Goldsmith 1988, especially 29-37, summarized in 

Motley 1990:89). The aristocratic parent fostered the child's development of refined French; for 

example, attention to "linguistic norms ... reinforced the importance oflimiting children's contact 

with servants in the household, who were already suspect to many on moral grounds" (Motley 

1990: 71). 

Although French was assigned high value in the aristocratic home, noble children also 

learned to speak, read, and write in Latin; in fact, "by the late sixteenth century Latin humanities 

had become an important part ofthe aristocratic educational program" (Motley 1990:79). For the 

aristocracy, Latin instruction served a practical purpose: the "study of classical letters" prepared 

upper class children to fulfill particular duties and responsibilities (Motley 1990:79). Motley 

suggests that Latin instruction "served not to form eloquent statesmen, but to shape the taste and 

judgment of future patrons, whose direct support of a clientele of men of letters was a source of 

prestige and reflected glory"-at least for the first half of the seventeenth century, "until Louis 

XIV and Colbert centralized patronage after 1660" (Motley 1990:79). Furthermore, military 

professions demanded knowledge of classical languages: "even though much of the information 
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about military science contained in classical writings was available in translation by the 

beginning of the seventeenth century, some familiarity with the original language contributed to 

a carefully cultivated reputation for seriousness and efficacy in preparing for military service as 

officers" (Motley 1990:79). 

When children learned to read at home, they learned from tutors (Motley 1990), but 

"aristocratic parents supervised tutors closely" (Motley 1990:81 ). Because " ... teachers were 

generally ofhumble social origins" (Motley 1990:81), noble families "wanted to remain the 

ultimate judges of suitable teaching methods and materials" (Motley 1990:82). The "great 

families" hired a governor, who handled "the moral, social, and military education of a young 

nobleman" (Motley 1990:82) and also "was expected to supervise a boy ' s tutor, making sure that 

his literary education advanced social and professional goals" (Motley 1990:82). The noble 

family thus restricted the tutor's authority and retained control of the child's education. 

In a book entitled L 'honneste garcon ou l 'art de bien elever fa noblesse a fa Vertu, aux 

Sciences, & a tous les exercices conuenables a sa condition ('The honest boy or the art of raising 

the nobility well in Virtue, in the Sciences, and in all of the exercises proper for his birth' ), de 

Grenaille (1642) gives advice for the education and upbringing of a young noble. (For all 

translations of French text, unless otherwise indicated, I use le dictionnaire gratuit de 

TV5MONDE avec Mediadico for contemporary French definitions and French-English 

translations, and I use Dictionnaires d'autrefois for sixteenth- and seventeenth-century language.) 

In the book, de Grenaille advocates for instruction in the home. In a section called 

"Qu'on n' apprend rien dans les escoles qu'on ne puisse apprendre dans la maison" ('That one 

learns nothing in the schools that one cannot learn in the home'), de Grenaille (1642) argues that 

children should learn Latin and Greek at home, under the instruction of a tutor. If the child only 
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hears Latin or Greek from the tutor, then he "n'aprend que de bons mots" ('only learns good 

words'); but in school, surrounded by other students, the child hears "plusieurs personnes" 

('several people') and thus "aprend plus de defaux que de perfections du langage" ('learns more 

faults than perfections of the language') (de Grenaille 1642:51). In fact, nobles suspected that 

instruction at school enforced a variety of bad habits: Motley writes that "many [nobles] were 

convinced that a Latin education at school led to boorish and 'pedantic' manners" (Motley 

1990:69). 

De Grenaille goes on to suggest a method for Latin instruction. He proposes that children 

learn to speak Latin by the same method they learn to speak French, which is to say, without first 

learning grammatical rules and parts of speech. De Grenaille writes that "quand nous 

commen<;ons a begayer, on ne nous parle ny de verbe ny de pronom, & neantmoins nous 

aprenons a parler" ('when we begin to stammer, one talks to us neither of verbs nor of pronouns, 

and nevertheless we learn to talk') (1642:53). By this logic, de Grenaille asks, rather rhetorically, 

"Vn Gar<;on ... qui entendra parler le Latin ne retiendra-il pas aussi bien des termes que lors qu'au 

commencement il entendoit parler Fran<;ois" (won't a boy who hears Latin spoken retain terms 

just as well as when at first he heard French spoken') (1642:53)? From de Grenaille's writing, I 

conclude that many upper class children studied Latin grammar-otherwise, de Grenaille would 

have had no reason to advocate for reform-and that, either in the home or at school, the upper 

class child heard and produced spoken Latin. 

As the seventeenth century progressed, more and more noble families sent their children 

to school, particularly secondary school (Motley 1990:98). Though many noble families 

mistrusted secondary schools, as explained above, "the disadvantages of school education were 

countered by two strategies that helped to answer criticisms directed at the secondary schools" 
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(Motley 1990:98). Secondary schools began to "adapt exposure to the Latin curriculum to career 

plans, with children planning military careers studying little beyond the basic Latin grammar and 

humanities, and those preparing for the church generally finishing their secondary cycle and 

taking advanced degrees" (Motley 1990:98). Boarding facilities, which allowed a noble child's 

servants and tutor to live with him at school, also fostered the popularity of the secondary school 

(Motley 1990:98). However, some continued to question the emphasis placed on Latin 

education; for example, Claude Fleury, "who served as tutor to a series of grandees in the last 

quarter of the century," apparently "saw little usefulness in Latin or rhetoric as commonly taught, 

and took particular care to recommend that Latin instruction not prevent the development of 

polished French" (Motley 1990:95). However, the popularity (or lack thereof) of secondary 

schooling among nobles exceeds the scope of this paper, as I am primarily interested in 

elementary education and the early literacy experiences of seventeenth-century Parisian children, 

and the beginning stages of reading-where the child learns to read letters, syllables, and 

words-generally preceded the secondary school experience. For example, Motley reports that 

many nobles sent their children to school "after the foundation of a series of elite boarding 

schools run by the Jesuits during the late sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries" (Motley 

1990:98). Boys entered the Jesuit colleges at age ten, at the earliest, and "the boy entering a 

Jesuit college was supposed to have previously learned how to read Latin" (Cubberly 2004:218). 

The Jesuit education thus began with Latin grammar and "a little Greek" (Cubberly 2004:218). 

As mentioned above, for "wealthy or noble parents who preferred not to have their children 

tutored at home," boarding schools and colleges provided the skills necessary for acceptance into 

secondary schools (Amandez 1990:105). Furthermore, noble children stayed in school no longer 

than their future careers required, with "future soldiers getting basic Latin grammar and perhaps 
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some humanities and rhetoric, and future clerics continuing on to study philosophy and often to 

take an advanced degree in theology" (Motley 1990:107-108). 

Whether they were educated at home or at school, upper class children studied Latin in 

addition to French. The duration and content of Latin instruction reflected the child's career path, 

but usually included Latin grammar and exposure to spoken Latin; and, given the language 

attitudes that dominated elite society, upper class children often received an education that 

favored French. 

Now I will consider the education of middle and lower class children. Middle and lower 

class children generally learned to read in school. They either attended "primary schools 

conducted by the Writing Masters" or "the so-called Little Schools" (Amandez 1991 :105). In 

either case, schools "offer[ ed] strictly terminal programs" (Amandez 1991:1 05); these children 

did not usually pursue secondary education. Amandez (1991) describes the Guild of the Writing 

Masters as follows: "The Guild ofthe Writing Masters (Maftres Ecrivainsjures) was an 

organization of teachers who, while specializing in the art ofhandwriting, also taught other 

branches of the elementary or primary curriculum" (105). In this paper, I will not consider the 

schools of the Writing Masters. Instead, I will focus exclusively on the practices of the Little 

Schools, which represent the experiences of a large number of children (Adamson 1905 in 

Cubberly 2004:221), as I will explain below. 

In seventeenth-century Paris, "the Church organized a regular system of elementary 

schools," called ecoles ('schools') or petite ecoles ('little schools'), "with teachers licensed by 

the Precentor of the cathedral ofNotre Dame and nominally under his supervision" (Cubberly 

2004:221). The ecoles often arose following "decrees by church councils and exhortations by 

bishops urging the extension of the existing church system of education, so as to supply at least 



religious training to all children of the faithful" (Cubberly 2004:221), and the school program 

followed a largely religious agenda, including lessons in the catechism (Cubberly 2004:221, 

Furet & Ozouf 1982:75), and using prayers for early reading material (L 'Escole paroissiale 

1654:238-239, Combes 1997:51). The schools also taught "morality" and "discipline," along 

with reading, writing, and arithmetic (Furet & Ozouf 1982:60). 
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The seventeenth century saw some opposition to the widespread ecole, generally led by 

"the administrative and political elites ofthe kingdom" (Furet & Ozouf 1982:63); Richelieu and 

other so-called "elites" worried that "the unchecked spread of instruction was liable to wreck 

farming and trade, the true source of the state's wealth, by attracting people to chicanery and a 

life of letters" (Furet & Ozouf 1982:63) and, furthermore, feared that "education would create 

more expectations of promotion than could possibly be fulfilled" (Furet & Ozouf 1982:63). 

Despite opposition, the school system expanded throughout the seventeenth century, and "by 

1675 these 'Little Schools' in Paris came to contain 'upwards of 5000 pupils, taught by some 

330 masters and mistresses"' (Adamson 1905 in Cubberly 2004:221). The seventeenth-century 

ecoles varied in size, curriculum, and so forth, and "the ideal elementary school course was very 

unevenly taught from one place and one master to another" (Furet & Ozouf 1982:75). 

The petites ecoles served "children of modest circumstances" (Arnandez 1990:1 09), and 

schoolmasters charged school fees (Barnard 1960:40, Arnandez 1990:1 09) but were "supposed 

to afford a free education to the children of the poor" (Bernard 1922:49). In addition to the petite 

ecoles, charity schools also appeared in Paris: "priests took to founding free schools for the poor 

in their parishes," and "people gave money generously for the schools" (Aries 1962:304-305). In 

general, the superintendent of schools authorized new schools and teachers and thus controlled 

primary education in Paris, but " ... custom allowed parish priests to open any number of charity 
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schools for the poor of their parishes without having to consult this official" (Wright 1990:81). In 

other words, parish priests escaped the superintendent's control, as long as the parish priests' 

schools served "children of the destitute" (Hermans 1959 summarized in Everett 1990:3). 

Although " ... the proceedings of teacher education assemblies conducted by Joly indicate that he 

had attempted to uphold professional standards for the union of teachers associated with the 

Little Schools," the petites ecoles generally employed "those who could not do better 

elsewhere," and teachers earned a poor reputation; for example," . .. drunkenness was common 

among teachers" (Everett 1990:3), and Compayre & Payne write that "the men who drifted into 

school teaching were too often what might be called the dregs ofhumanity" (2003:209). Perhaps 

for this reason, wealthy members of the bourgeoisie sometimes sent their children to the free 

charity schools, "where the teaching must have been done by masters of a religious brotherhood, 

who inspired greater confidence than the laymasters of the district schools" (Aries 1962:306). 

The end of the seventeenth century saw deliberate efforts to improve teacher quality in the 

petites ecoles; for example, pay improved and "the government began offering benefits to attract 

qualified persons" (Everett 1990:4). 

Despite variation among schools, the early stages of literacy education proceeded in 

similar fashion (de Viguerie 1978). Students learned to read before they learned to write (de 

Viguerie 1978); in the ecole, "n'entraient dans la classe des 'ecrivains' que les bons lecteurs" 

('only good readers entered the class of "writers"') (de Viguerie 1978:143). Furthermore, 

children learned to read in Latin before they learned to read in French (de Viguerie 1978). First, 

children learned the alphabet; they learned to pronounce each letter aloud, identifying letters by 

their names, not by their phonetic realizations. Then, children learned to read syllables, which is 
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to say, single-syllable sequences ofletters. First children read short syllables, and then they read 

longer syllables. 

In L 'Escole paroissiale ov Ia Maniere de bien instrvire les enfans dans les petites escoles 

('The parish school, or how to instruct children in the little schools well'), Jacques de Batencour 

prescribes practices for the parish school (1654). Following its publication, L 'Escole paroissiale 

became "the handbook on which the teachers in popular schools relied most"; the book was 

"widely read" and "went through several editions" (Poutet 1990:167). The title page of the 1654 

edition does not reveal the author's name, instead attributing the book to "un Prestre d'une 

Paroisse de Paris" ('a preacher of a parish of Paris'). In this paper, I use two editions of L 'Escole 

paroissiale, the other published in 1669. For the 1669 edition, the catalogue of the Bibliotheque 

Nationale de France lists the title Instruction methodique pour !'ecole paroissiale, dressee en 

faveur des petites ecoles, divisee en quatre parties ... par MID.B. prestre ('Instruction on the 

method for the parish school, prepared for the little schools, divided into four parts ... by M.I.D.B 

preacher') (BnF catalogue general-Notice bibliographique, a); here the title includes the 

author's initials, but not his full name. Jacques de Batencour wrote L 'Escole paroissiale (Poutet 

1963 summarized in Chartier et al. 1976:114), but I refer to the 1654 and 1669 editions by their 

titles, rather than their author, since neither text includes de Batencour's name. Though I will 

note differences between the 1654 and 1669 editions, much of the text remains the same, with 

occasional orthographic differences that do not alter meaning: for example "Le troisieme Livre 

doit etre imprime en Lettres medoicres" in the 1654 edition (173), compared to "Le troisiesme 

liure doit estre imprime en lettres mediocres" in the 1669 edition (239) ('the third book must be 

printed in medium letters'). In general, I will use the 1654 edition, L 'Escole paroissiale, but I 

will also reference the later edition, by the abbreviated title Instruction methodique. 
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De Batencour prescribes that the teacher progresses "par ordre de degre en degre" ('in 

order, degree by degree'): first "illeur apprendra a bien faire sonner & prononcer les syllabes 

premieres, qui sont composees de deux lettres seulement, puis celles de trois" ('he teachers them 

to sound and pronounce well the first syllables, which are composed of only two letters, then 

those of three letters') (L 'Escole paroissiale 1654:241). 

Once a student mastered the syllables, he progressed to spelling- which meant, at least 

in the seventeenth-century schools, "faire assembler les syllabes pour en faire des mots" ('to 

assemble syllables, in order to make words') (L 'Escole paroissiale 1654:243). The child 

pronounces the letters in a syllable, then pronounces the entire syllable; he continues in similar 

fashion for all syllables in the word; then he joins the syllables and pronounces the entire word. 

For example, when the students transition from reading syllables to reading their first Latin text, 

Pater, the teacher "leur fera dire P, a, Pa: t, e, r, Pater" ('makes them say P, a, Pa: t, e, r, Pater') 

(L 'Escole paroissiale 1654:243). After the child mastered spelling, he progressed to full words. 

Generally, children completed the entire process in Latin before they began reading in French. 

De Batencour warns the teacher against progressing too quickly; otherwise, the master 

might confuse or overburden his students. The teacher must "se servir de 1' ordre" ('make use of 

order') (L 'Escole paroissiale 1654:234), moving systematically from letters to syllables to 

spelling. Then, the teacher must "ne point entreprendre de les faire voler dans la lecture, auant 

que de s<;auoir espeier les lettres" ('not try to make them move ahead in reading, before knowing 

how to spell the letters') (L 'Escole paroissiale 1654:234). Ifthe teacher moves too quickly, or 

presents his students with too much information at once, "on leur rend la lecture si confuse, 

qu'outre qu'ils sont long-temps a apprendre, ils ne s<;auentjamais bien lire, ny Latin ny 

Fran<;ois" ('wanting to advance [the students] by teaching them so many things at once, one 



makes their reading so confused that, beyond taking a long time to learn, they will never know 

how to read well, neither Latin nor French') (L 'Escole paroissiale 1654:234). 
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A beginning student read only in Latin, and an intermediate student read in both Latin 

and French (de Viguerie 1978). Advanced students read only in French. To facilitate the 

transition from Latin literacy to French literacy, "des livres de lecture bilingues permettent a 

l'enfant de passer facilement d'une langue a l'autre" ('bilingual reading books permitted the 

student to pass easily from one language to the other') (de Viguerie 1978:144). For example, de 

Viguerie (1978) cites a book called Le R6ti-Cochon ou Methode tresfacile pour bien apprendre 

les enfants a lire en latin et en fram;ais (The Roast Pig or Very easy method to teach students 

well to read in Latin and in French). The book included images "dont les legends sont en latin et 

en fran<;ais" ('of which the legends are in Latin and in French') (de Viguerie 1978:144). 

L 'Escole paroissiale (1654) describes the reading materials that children should receive. 

First, to learn letters, the students should use "vn petit Liure de quatre ou cinq fueillets" ('a little 

book of four or five sheets') (L 'Escole paroissiale 1654:235). This small book should contain 

"Les Lettres communes, capitales, abbreuiations, italiennes, grandes & petites" ('The common 

letters, capital letters, abbreviations, Italian letters, large letters and small letters') (L 'Escole 

paroissiale 1654:235), followed by a so-called "syllabaire," which includes "deux colomnes de 

syllabes, de toutes les Lettres qui se peuvent assembler" ('two columns of syllables, of all the 

letters that can be assembled') (Instruction methodique 1669:169). Here I use the 1669 edition, 

because the 1654 edition features a less detailed, and perhaps erroneous, description: "les 

syllabes separees auec points, sur-tout, 1' Alphabet, tant de deux, que de trois syllabes .... "('the 

syllables separated by periods, for the entire alphabet, both of two and three syllables') (L 'Escole 

paroissiale 1654:237); perhaps De Batencour means to combine two and three 'letters,' not 
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'syllables.' These combinations should include "les simples Voi"elle, comme ba, pa" (simple 

vowels, like ba, pa) and also "une Liquide & une Voi"elle, comme bra, bla" ('a liquid and a 

vowel, like bra, bla') (Intruction methodique 1669:169). The book should also include "le Pater, 

Aue, Credo, Misereatur, Confiteor, Benedicte, Agimus, Et beata, & Angele Dei" (L 'Escole 

paroissiale 1654:238). De Batencour stipulates that the letters must be large and "bien 

distinguees" ('well distinguished') with "les syllabes separees, l'vne de l'autre" ('the syllables 

separated from one another') (L 'Escole paroissiale 1654:238). For children just beginning to 

read, texts "qui ont les lettres petites, broulllees, & mal imprimees" ('that have little, mixed up 

and badly printed letters') pose particular difficulty (L 'Escole paroissiale 1654:238). Using this 

first book, the child learns to recognize letters and read syllables. Then the child receives a 

second Latin text, which he uses to learn spelling (in de Batencour's sense, as described above); 

and after that, a third Latin text (L 'Escole paroissiale 1654:238-239). Then the child progresses 

to "des liures Latins, mal imprimes comme des Pseautiers imprimes a Rouen & a Troies" ('Latin 

books, badly printed, like the psalters printed in Rouen and Troles') (L 'Escole paroissiale 

1654:239). Finally, the child receives French texts, first " ... en grosses Lettres" ('in large letters') 

(L 'Escole paroissiale 1654:239)." Supposedly, the large letters help students to recognize 

French words (L 'Escole paroissiale 1654:239), and "dormant des lettres menues a vn enfant, on 

luy donne double difficulte a sur-monter; a s<;auoir la distinctio des characteres, I' assemblage, & 

la pronociation" ('giving minute letters to a child, one gives him twice the difficulty to 

overcome: to know the distiction of the characters, the assembly, and the pronunciation') 

(L 'Escole paroissiale 1654:249). 

Reading materials thus transition from Latin books to French books, without first 

employing a French alphabet or syllabaire. Once children master Latin reading, they transition 
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directly to French words. Despite the absence of a French syllabaire, de Batencour envisions the 

child's attempt to assemble French syllables: L 'Escole paroissiale suggests that "lettres menues" 

('minute letters') complicate the "assemblage" ('assembly'), and the term "assemblage" denotes 

the assembly ofletters into syllables. For example, when de Batencour describes the assembly of 

letters into Latin syllables, he titles the section "De la Maniere de monstrer a assembler les 

lettres" ('On the method for teaching how to assemble letters') (L 'Escole paroissiale 1654:241). 

When he begins reading French, the child must learn to assemble French syllables; however, the 

child does not use a syllabaire to learn the pronunciation of French syllables. According to de 

Batencour, the teacher provides advice for correct French pronunciation, and de Batencour lists 

several pronunciation rules that require particular attention: for example, "vn a, ioint a vn i, se 

prononce comme e" ('an a joined to an I is pronounced like e') (L 'Escole paroissiale 1654:249). 

Interestingly, de Batencour mentions a French syllabaire-but the syllabaire does not serve to 

facilitate correct pronunciation. Instead, the syllabaire appears only after the students "[lisent] 

bien dans le Fran<;ois" ('read well in French') (L 'Escole paroissiale 1654:252). The child 

receives "vne ciuilite" ('a civility'), which is to say, an etiquette manual (Aries 1962:290), which 

"est imprime en charactere different des autres" ('is printed in different type than the others') (de 

Batencour 1654:252). De Batencour stipulates that the "ciuilite" also includes "vn Alphabet des 

mesmes characteres, & vn syllabere [sic]" ('an Alphabet ofthe same characters, and a 

syllabaire'), which the child examines "auant que commencer la lecture de ce liure" (before 

beginning to read this book') (L 'Escole paroissiale 1654:252). Because the students already 

"[lisent] bien dans le Fran<;ois" ('read well in French') (L 'Escole paroissiale 1654:252), I assume 

that the Alphabet and syllabaire help students read unfamiliar characters, rather than pronounce 

French words. 
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The etiquette manuals or civility guides "were based upon the norms of desirable conduct 

in the higher social circles and the needs of a well-to-do young man entering this arena," 

providing instruction in proper behavior, manners, dress, and so forth (Brown 2008:20). Though 

some etiquette manuals targeted a wider audience, intended for both adult and child use, some 

manuals specifically catered to the young French student and "were also printed in several 

columns, each column being composed in different characters: gothic, roman, italic, and 

manuscript" (Aries 1962:290). In this way, the etiquette guide served as a sort of reader, "at once 

a reading book, an 'example' of handwriting and a handbook of good manners" (Aries 

1962:290). 

As explained above, students of the petite ecoles generally learned to read in Latin before 

they learned to read in French. It is tempting to conclude that the petites ecoles provided Latin 

literacy education because of their association with the Catholic Church; indeed, the use of Latin 

religious texts in the classroom "fulfilled the obligation of schools under the Ancien Regime to 

provide religious instruction" (Waquet 2001 :8). In seventeenth-century France, "Latin was seen 

as a distinctive characteristic ofthe Catholic Church" (Waquet 2001:41). 

In 1675, Claude Joly published Avis chretiens et moraux pour l 'institution des enfans 

('Christian and moral advice for the education of children'). The title page lists Joly's titles, 

which include "Directeur, & Juge des petites Ecoles de la Ville, Fauxbourgs & Banlieue de 

Paris" ('Superintendene and Magistrate of the little schools ofthe city, outskirts and suburbs of 

Paris') and "Chantre ... de l'Eglise de Paris" ('Precentor ofthe Church of Paris') (Joly 1675:title 

page). Though Compayre & Payne call Joly "so forgetful of elementary instruction as to speak 

3 TVSMONDE offers several translations of "directeur," including "director" and 
"superintendent." My translation of "Directeur" to "superintendent" (rather than 
"director") was inspired by Poutet's description of Joly as "superintendent of schools in 
Paris" (1990:168). 
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only of secondary education and of the education of princes" (2003 :256), I consider the 

pedagogic beliefs and practices described in Avis chretiens relevant to the proceedings in petites 

ecoles, given Joly's position as superintendent, and his responsibility to create new schools and 

hire new teachers (Wright 1990:81). Despite Joly's connection to the Church-that is, his roles 

as Precentor and superintendent of the parish schools--he suggests a secular motivation for Latin 

instruction. He writes that "il n'y a point de doute que la premiere chose qu'il faut enseigner aux 

enfans, ne soient les langues Latine & Grecque, parce que ces deux langues sont les principales 

portes des sciences" ('there is no doubt that the first thing one must teach children are the Latin 

and Greek languages, because these two languages are the principle doors to the sciences") 

(1675:84); Joly recommends Latin and Greek because they represent access to the sciences. 

However, Parisian petites ecoles provided "strictly terminal programs" (Arnandez 1991:1 05) and 

students of the petites ecoles did not necessarily speak or understand Latin (Koch et al. 2004:94, 

as explained below); I thus assume that students of the petites ecoles rarely used Latin and Greek 

to study the sciences, and Joly's motivation for learning Latin and Greek-namely, to study the 

sciences-did not apply to, or did not recognize the condition of, the children in Parisian charity 

schools and petites ecoles. 

Now I consider another secular motivation for Latin literacy education. Many 

seventeenth-century educators believed Latin easier to read than French, because "il est plus 

facile ... d'apprendre a lire en latin, car chaque lettre correspond a un son" ('it is easier ... to learn 

to read in Latin, because each letter corresponds to a sound') (Combes 1997:51). Poutet (1990) 

cites an argument by Scipion Roux, "a Doctor of Laws and schoolteacher in Paris," that supports 

the use of Latin in early literacy education: "to spell a Latin syllable all [a child] has to do is to 

name the letters forming the syllable and put them together"; meanwhile, French pronunciation 
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requires that the child "not only name the letters in the syllable ... but in addition these letters in a 

manner which as a rule is entirely contrary to what he sees written" (Roux 1694:21ffin Poutet 

1990:168). 

Latin instruction served some purpose among the upper class, because "in the 

seventeenth century Latin was indispensable in good society if one wished to hold an honorable 

rank or claim to be a person of some culture"; however, lower class children hardly required 

Latin instruction, for "knowledge of Latin was of no real use to ordinary people" (Poutet 

1990:166). Outside of the classroom, "Catholics needed Latin merely to read and to sing the 

liturgical texts" (Poutet 1990:166). Jean Baptiste de la Salle, an educational reformer of the late 

seventeenth century, moved for the use of French in primary schools. De la Salle's order of 

Christian Brothers opened and operated a group of charitable Christian Schools, which catered 

the children of poor families (Fitzpatrick 1951). In de la Salle's schools, children first learned to 

read in French; once the students could read in French, they progressed to Latin (Poutet 

1990:171). In this paper, I will not examine the practices of the Christian Brothers, because their 

influence remained minimal throughout the seventeenth century: de la Salle's Syllabairefram;ois 

(French syllabaire) was published in 1698, without the authorization of Claude Joly (Poutet 

1990: 169), "the superintendant of schools in Paris" (Poutet 1990: 168); the first school appeared 

in Paris in 1688, and others appeared at the beginning of the eighteenth century (Fitzpatrick 

1951:86). Nonetheless, de la Salle's observations and reforms help to illuminate the usefulness

or uselessness--of Latin among the lower class. In his Memorandum On Not Using Latin To 

Teach Reading, de la Salle argues the following: "Since French is their native language, it is 

incomparably easier for them to learn how to read it than to read Latin, given that they know the 
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one and do not know the other" (Koch et al. 2004:94)4• Furthermore, de la Salle suggests that the 

transition from French to Latin is simple, because "to read Latin properly, all one needs to do is 

articulate each syllable and enunciate each word correctly"-a task that, apparently, "is easy 

when the child knows how to spell and to read French" (Koch et al. 2004: 94). On the other 

hand, children struggle to transition from Latin to French: "when much time has been spent 

learning to read Latin first, still more is required to learn how to read French" (Koch et al. 

2004:94). The "Latin words are just sounds" (Koch et al. 2004:94), presumably because children 

do not understand Latin. 

De la Salle questions the usefulness of Latin, asking "What use do the children of either 

sex who come to the Christian Schools have for the Latin language" (Koch et al. 2004:94)? De la 

Salle also suggests that, when Latin reading is taught before French reading, many students leave 

school before they learn to read in French: once children "are old enough to start working, their 

parents withdraw them or else they stop coming because they have to learn a living" (Koch et al. 

2004:94). In this way, de la Salle's observations reveal several important details about lower 

class education. The students speak French, do not understand Latin, have little use for Latin, 

and in schools that taught Latin reading first, often left school before mastering French. 

Even for children who eventually progressed to French reading, literacy education in the 

petites ecoles began with Latin reading; according to popular opinion, orthography plainly 

indicated correct pronunciation (Combes 1997:51, Poutet 1990, Roux 1694:21ffin Poutet 

1990:168). Then, children transitioned to French, where orthography and pronunciation shared a 

4 I use an online edition of Koch et al. and indicate page numbers according to the 
pagination of the ebook, which align with the print edition except where citations cross a 
page, e.g., pp.94-95. In these cases, the exact location of the page break is not made clear in 
the ebook, and the quotation indicated might occur on only one of the two indicated pages 
for the print edition. 
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very different, and apparently complicated, relationship. I consider de la Salle's claim that "when 

much time has been spent learning to read Latin first, still more is required to learn how to read 

French" (Koch et al. 2004:94). In fact, I will argue that the difference between French and Latin 

pronunciation caused trouble for lower and middle class French speakers. In seventeenth-century 

French, the pronunciation of word-final [r] served as a class marker, where the pronunciation of 

word-final [r] often represented the emerging prestigious or formal variety (Vaugelas 1642:198, 

Ayres-Bennett 1990:157), spoken by the French upper class, and the non-pronunciation of [rf 

often represented an informal (Ayres-Bennett 1990:156) or lower-class (Lodge 2004) variety. 

Assuming that members ofthe lower class often elided word-final [r], I will suggest that 

French orthography posed a challenge for speakers of non-standard French; just as syllable-final 

consonant clusters pose a challenge for speakers of AA VE, given the divergence of orthography 

and pronunciation (Labov 2001), word-final [r] may have posed a challenge for speakers oflow 

class French, given the divergence of orthography and pronunciation. I will also argue that the 

transition from Latin to French compounded students' difficulty. 

According to seventeenth-century educators, Latin demonstrated a simple relationship 

between pronunciation and orthography (Combes 1997:51, Roux 1694:21ffin Poutet 1990:168), 

where "chaque lettre correspond a un son" ('each letter corresponds to a sound') (Combes 

1997:51). Indeed, final consonants were pronounced in seventeenth-century French Latin 

(Combes 1997:51, Waquet 2001:165). Before the sixteenth century, "the natural tendency was to 

pronounce Latin words as French itself was spoken, including the dropping of many consonants 

and the further development of vowels" (Copeman 1996:91); then reformers "tried to introduce a 

5 In my explanations and analysis, the symbol "r" does not necessarily represent the alveolar trill. 
The place and manner of articulation of /r/ varied throughout the seventeenth century (for 
example, see Lodge 2004:189); however, for the purposes of my study, I ignore variation in 
place and manner of articulation. I consider only whether [r] was pronounced or elided. 
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Classical, or sometimes an Italian, pronunciation" (Copeman 1996:91), largely because French 

pronunciation rendered Latin word endings "difficult to understand, especially for foreigners" 

(Copeman 1996:91). Although "ingrained habit, and the difficulty humanists had in reaching 

agreement on how the Ancients pronounced their words, caused the reform to lose momentum" 

(Waquet 2001: 165), the reform movement successfully changed the pronunciation of certain 

consonants, "[ensuring] articulation of all consonants including double ones, the first consonant 

in a group and"-most importantly, for my purposes-" a consonant at the end of the word, 

which previously had been muted as in French" (Waquet 2001: 165). Reform "had some effect in 

schools and universities"; then, "probably not until the seventeenth century," new pronunciation 

also spread to the Church (Copeman 1996:91). Therefore, in the seventeenth century, French 

Latin featured a "mongrel pronunciation," produced by the sixteenth century's "partial reform" 

(Copeman 1996:91). For Latin reading, I thus suggest that word-final <r> indicated the 

pronunciation of word-final [r], and children therefore learned to pronounce [r] where they 

encountered <r>. 

Now I will consider the pronunciation of final [r] in spoken French. Generally, final [r] 

was dropped in the sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries; then "the second half of the 

century saw the restitution of [ r] through the efforts of grammarians relying on the spelling of the 

words, etymology, and the distinction made between usage in different styles .... " (Ayres-Bennett 

1990:157). Pronunciation represents an important feature of the emerging, prestigious variety of 

French used at court and spoken in aristocratic circles. In the early sixteenth century, mastery of 

"changing norms of vocabulary and pronunciation" served to "[distinguish] those who could 

speak in the courtly style from provincials, bourgeois, and even the educated lawyers or clerics 

often referred to as 'pendants"': correct pronunciation separated the aristocracy from the rest of 
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the population (Motley 1990:71). Motley acknowledges that "classical French developed from a 

compromise between the oral language of 'the court' and the written tradition of 'the city,"' but 

he suggests that court usage nonetheless "retained its primacy" (Motley 1990:71). In his 

Remarques, Vaugelas writes that "la parole qui se prononce, est la premiere en ordre & en 

dignite, puis que celle qui est escrite n'est que son image" ('spoken language is the first in order 

and in dignity, then that which is written is only its image') (Vaugelas 1642:np). Vaugelas's 

published Remarques attribute high value to the spoken language of the court (Ayres-Bennet 

1987:68, Motley 1990:70); however, Ayres-Bennet examines an earlier manuscript of the 

Remarques and finds that "more than half ofthe observations dealing with pronunciation do not 

appear in the manuscript but are added to the published version" (Ayres-Bennet 1987:68). To 

explain the difference between Vaugelas's manuscript and the published Remarques, Ayres

Bennet suggests that, "as Vaugelas became more familiar with Court life, he became more 

interested in the spoken language and saw the power a command of the spoken language could 

have there" (Ayres-Bennet 1987:68). 

Lodge (2004) uses seventeenth-century texts to identify salient features oflow-class 

Parisian speech. Specifically, Lodge examines texts that "[attempt] to mimic non-standard 

dialects" (2004: 172). Though Lodge acknowledges that "literary imitations of low-class speech" 

do not "yield the same sort of information as samples of authentic language," he also cites 

Trudgill's claim that "the most salient features of American English pronunciation, for English 

people, are precisely those which are reproduced during imitation" (Trudgill1986:12 in Lodge 

2004: 172): imitation, though not a perfect reflection of "authentic language," does reveal "what 

speakers perceive as the most salient characteristics of other people's dialects" (Trudgill 1986 

summarized in Lodge 2004: 172). Lodge examines two texts that feature "the speech of low-
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status inhabitants of the city itself' and one text that features "the speech of rustics from the Paris 

suburbs" (Lodge 2004:183). He searches for a number oflinguistic variables, including the 

elision of final [ r]; of all the variables in Lodge's list, elided final [ r] occurs most frequently, 

indicating its high salience in the seventeenth century. Lodge also examines sixteenth- and 

eighteenth-century texts, and finds that the elision of final [r] remains salient from the sixteenth 

to the eighteenth century. In his analysis, Lodge refers to the "Elision of post-vocalic [r]," rather 

than of"final [r]"; however, the data in Lodge's tables (see tables 15-17, Lodge 2004:184-187) 

references the elision of final [r] in particular (Lodge 2004:182-187). Furthermore, in his 

analysis and his tables, Lodge assigns a number to each variable he examines; both "elision of 

post-vocalic [r]," and "r' final" that is "elided," bear number 27. For my purpose, it matters little 

whether Lodge means to study a subset of post-vocalic [r], or whether Lodge only finals word

final post-vocalic [r] in his corpus: either way, Lodge's findings suggest that the elision of word

final [r] was a salient marker of class status. 

In section II above, I used Frog and Toad All Year to determine the frequency with which 

AA VE speakers actually encountered troublesome forms-specifically, consonant clusters in 

syllable codas. Now, I will attempt to determine the frequency with which middle and lower 

class French speakers actually encountered word-final <r>. I will use six different texts, which 

serve as examples of the reading materials used in Parisian petites ecoles. I will examine a book 

published in Paris in 1644, which contains three texts for children: first, Les quatrains de Pibrac 

propres pour apprendre a lire eta ecrire aux enfants .... ('The four quatrains ofPibrac, suitable 

to teach children to read and write'); second, Alphabet pour apprendre les enfants a 
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promptement lire et ecrire ('Alphabet to teach children quickly to read and write') (1644)6; and 

third, Civilite ou instruction de Iajeunesse ('Civility or instruction of youth') (Bauthierf (Les 

quatrains de Pibrac ... 1644). 

Brown considers a seventeenth-century civility guide, Nicholas II Oudot's La Civilite 

puerile et honnete, pour l 'instruction des Enfants ... (1649), published alongside la maniere 

d'apprendre a bien lire, prononcer et ecrire ('method for teaching children to read well, 

pronounce, and write') and Pibrac's quatrains (2008:22). The contents ofOudot's book thus 

match the contents ofthe 1644 book-both include a civility guide and Pibrac's quatrains, along 

with a section intended to teach children reading and writing. In fact, Oudot' s Civilite reflects 

" ... the widespread custom of coupling these editions of courtesy books with elementary primers 

on reading, pronunciation, and writing" (2008:23), and I assume that Bauthier's Civilite belongs 

to the same tradition. 

Civilite ou instruction de Iajeunesse (Bauthier 1644) appears to address an adult 

audience; the text provides instructions for choosing a nurse, for teaching children to read and 

write, and so forth-advice for adults, rather than advice for children. However, I suggest the 

possibility that children read Civilite ou instruction de la jeunesse, especially because the Civilite 

appears alongside two texts certainly intended for children, and more specifically, for children 

learning to read. The texts' titles explicitly reference a child reader: Les quatrains de Pibrac 

6 I viewed Les quatrains de Pibrac ... (1644) at the Bibliotheque de I' Arsenal in Paris, France. 
In my time with the text, I did not determine whether Moreau wrote and published, or only 
published, the Alphabet. For this reason, I refer to the Alphabet by title and year, rather 
than by author. 
7 I use the author "J.J. Bauthier" because the BNF catalogue (BNF catalogue generale
Notice bibliographique, b) lists the text's title as Civilite ou instruction de Iajeunesse par].]. 
Bauthier; my own notes feature a different name (J.J. de Barthes), likely an error caused by 
difficulty reading and interpreting Moreau's characters. For consistency I therefore use J.J. 
Bauthier, the name listed in the BNF catalogue. 
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propres pour apprendre a lire eta ecrire aux enfants .... ('The four quatrains ofPibrac, suitable 

to teach children to read and write') and Alphabet pour apprendre les enfants a promptement lire 

et ecrire ('Alphabet to teach children quickly to read and write'). I suggest below that Pibrac's 

quatrains and the Alphabet were both intended for and used by child readers. Furthermore, some 

etiquette manuals targeted both adult and child readers (Aries 1962:290). 

The Alphabet (1644) matches Batencour's (1654) description of the child's first reader. 

L 'ecole Paroissiale was published nearly a decade after the 1645 alphabet; I do not claim that 

the author deliberately utilized de Batencour' s specifications. Instead, I claim that the widespread 

popularity of de Batencour's text (Poutet 1990), together with the similarity ofthe 1644 Alphabet 

and de Batencour' s ideal reader, suggest that the 1644 Alphabet represents a typical sample of 

children's literacy materials, used by students in the Parisian petites ecoles. For example, de 

Batencour's ideal book includes" .. .les Lettres communes, capitales, abbreviations, Italiennes, 

grandes & petites" ('The common letters, capital letters, abbreviations, Italian letters, large 

letters and small letters') (L 'Escole paroissiale 1654:235); indeed, the Alphabet (1644) begins 

with lists of capital and lowercase letters, printed in various styles. Next, de Batencour calls for a 

"syllabaire," which features "les simples Voi'elles, comme ba, pa" (simple vowels, like ba, pa) 

and also syllables that include "une Liquide & une Voi'elle, comme bra, bla" ('a liquid and a 

vowel, like bra, bla') (Instruction methodique 1669:169). The syllabaire contained in the 

Alphabet (1644) includes lists of syllables but omits the pairing of "une Liquide & une Voi'elle, 

comme bra, bla" ('a liquid and a vowel, like bra, bla') (Instruction methodique 1669:169). The 

syllabaire moves from simple syllables to Latin religious texts. The prayers bear French titles, 

for example, "Les Graces apres le repas" ('grace after the meal') (Alphabeth 1644:14) and "La 

Confession" (Alphabeth 1644: 17). This section also includes some French texts, for example, 
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"Les dix Commandements de Dieu" ('The ten commandments of God') (Alphabeth 1644:19). De 

Batencour's ideal alphabet would probably not have included any French text: according to 

L 'ecole paroissiale, young readers encountered the alphabet before learning to read French 

words. Admittedly, the presence of French text suggests the possibility that noble children, 

whose education favored French, used the 1644 alphabet. In this way, Brown suggests the 

possibility that children "of all classes" (2008:23) encountered text like the Alphabet (1644), 

whether or not the book was originally meant for upper class children. However, the basic 

elements of the 1644 alphabet match the basic elements of de Batencour' s alphabet and 

syllabaire: lists ofletters, followed by lists of syllables, followed by sections of Latin prayers. 

Furthermore, Brown notes variation among children's early reading materials, for "use was made 

of a range of primers or psalters that the pupils brought from home" (2008: 11 ). In my analysis, I 

therefore examine the Latin sections of the 1644 Alphabet, which represent a sample of the first 

complete words-and the first texts-that a Parisian schoolchild read. 

I will also analyze Les quatrains de Pibrac, largely because Pibrac's quatrains received 

the endorsement of Claude Joly (Joly 1675:93), superintendent ofthe Parisian petites ecoles 

(Joly 1675:title page, Poutet 1990:168). Claude Joly's Avis chretiens et moraux pour I 'institution 

des enfans ('Christian and moral advice for the education of children') includes a list of 

"certaines lectures generales qui sont bonns a toutes personnes, & principalement celles qui 

concernent les moeurs" ('certain general readings that are good for all people, and especially 

those that concern morals') (Joly 1675:92-93). Joly's booklist follows a detailed description of 

"une bonne Ecole Chretienne" ('a good Christian School') (1675:84). Joly provides a list of 

books because" ... apres cette peinture d'une bonne Ecole Chretienne, il nous faut montrer ce 

qu'on doit y enseigner pour la litterature" ('after this painting of a good Christian school, we 
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need to show what literature one must teach there' ) (1675:84). Joly recommends "les Quadrins 

Fran<;ois de M de Pibrac, qui etoient enseignes soigneusement aux enfans au commencement de 

ce siecle" ('Mr. Pibrac' s French quatrains, which were meticulously taught to children at the 

beginning of this century ' ) (1675:93), which Florent Chretien translated "en vers Grecs & Latins 

vers la fin du precedent" ('into Greek and Latin verse at the end of the previous [century]') 

(1675:93). I have already suggested that Avis chritiens (Joly 1675) does not apply to, or does not 

recognize the actual condition of, children in petites ecoles: Joly claims that Latin and Greek 

function as "les principales portes des sciences" ('the principle doors to the sciences") (1675:84), 

but in petites ecoles, many children neither understood Latin nor progressed to the study of the 

sciences. However, given Joly ' s position as superintendent of schools, I assume that his 

suggestions represent typical examples of the materials children encountered at school. 

Furthermore, Buisson calls Pibrac' s quatrains a "veritable manuel de civilite de la haute societe 

au seizieme siecle" ('veritable civility manual of high society in the sixteenth century' ) 

(1887:397) and L 'Escole paroissiale prescribes the use of civility guides in French reading 

education (1654:252). L 'Escole paroissiale demands a civility guide that includes "tousles 

deuoirs des enfans tant euers Dieu & leur parens, que la bienseance & conduitte des bonnes 

moeurs tant Chrestiennes que ciuiles" ('all the responsibilities of the child, as much towards God 

and their parents, as towards propriety and the conduct of good morals, both Christian and civil ' ) 

(L 'Escole paroissiale 1654:252). Pibrac's quatrains, "a collection of verses based on the 

commandments, promulgating the love of God, king, and parents and the pleasures of a simple 

life" (Brown 2008:22), meet de Batencour' s specifications. 

In fact, noble children also encountered Pibrac' s quatrains: as mentioned above, noble 

children tutored at home often "learned to write and recite memorized materials including 
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prayers, catechism, and the moral poetry in French of authors such as Pibrac" (Motley 1990:78). 

Motley cites a letter that mentions a particular noble child's use ofPibrac's quatrains; at age 

seven, the boy "knows all his letters and is beginning to put them together [in syllables] ... he 

knows the first quatrain of Mr. Pibrac" (Archives Conde L 66 (126):1602 in Motley 1990:78). 

The boy had not yet learned to read words-the boy can read letters, but he has only recently 

progressed to syllables. Nevertheless, he has already learned to recite Pibrac's quatrains. 

Therefore, Moreau's 1644 edition of Les quatrains de Pibrac represents a text that both upper 

and lower class children may have encountered, but in different contexts. Of course, private 

tutors and parish schoolteachers may have used different editions of the text, and orthography 

may have varied from one edition to the next. Therefore, I acknowledge that my analysis of 

Pibrac's quatrains may not adequately characterize children's experiences in domestic education 

and petites ecoles. 

I also use a bilingual courtesy manual: a 1638 edition of Les colloques de Maturin 

Cordier en latin et enfranr;ois ('The colloquies8 ofMaturin Cordier in Latin and in French'), a 

bilingual version ofthe text often called Cordier's Dialogues. As mentioned above, children 

often used courtesy manuals to learn to read in French (Aries 1962), and Cordier's Colloques 

represents a popular and widely used example of the courtesy manual: Adamson writes that "the 

School Colloquies or Cordier's Dialogues became even more familiar in European schools than 

the Colloquies of Erasmus," and unlike some courtesy manuals, Cordier's text was "acceptable 

in Catholic as well as in Protestant schools" (1919:168). The original text was published in 1564; 

however, Cordier's Colloques remained popular and "kept their place in schools for nearly three 

centuries" (Adamson 1919:168). Aries places Cordier among the "most notable" authors of 

8 I use the translation 'colloquies' for colloques, though Adamson (1919) offers two titles for 
Cordier's text, both Cordier's Dialogues and School Colloquies (168) 
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courtesy manuals (1962:383). For this reason, and because the book was "acceptable" in 

Catholic schools (Adamson 1919:168), I assume that children in Parisian petites ecoles 

encountered Cordier's dialogues, when they first began to read in French. Motley suggests that 

noble children also used Cordier's dialogues, but for the study of Latin (Motley 1990:92) rather 

than French. Motley acknowledges that "in most cases it is impossible to say how Latin was 

taught in the household," but he discusses the schoolbooks of Henri de La Tremoille, an 

aristocratic child, and reveals that "the large number of Latin/French editions in Henri de La 

Tremoille's first schoolbooks suggests that translation was one of the principle techniques used 

in his education" (Motley 1990:92). The list of books included Cordier's dialogues, which 

Motley assumes the child used during Latin studies. In the noble home, French reading thus 

facilitated the study of Latin: the French text, which, presumably, the child could already read 

and understand, facilitated the reading and comprehension of the Latin text. In my analysis, I use 

both the French text and the Latin text, examining the frequency of word-final <r> in both 

languages. I acknowledge that both noble children and children in petites ecoles probably 

encountered Cordier's dialogues, but in different contexts and for different purposes. 

Next, I will examine a section of a 1669 edition of Jacques de Batencour's L 'Escole 

paroissiale (Instruction methodique). The title page indicates that the book's final section "se 

vend aussi separement pour la commodite des Enfans" ('is also sold separately for children's 

convience') (Instruction methodique 1669). The section offers instructions in orthography, 

arithmetic, and religious practice, but also includes "Les Pratiques plus familieres de la Civilite 

que l'on peut enseigner dans les Ecoles" ('The most familiar practices of civility that can be 

taught in schools') (Instruction methodique 1669:title page). Children learning to read French 

often used etiquette manuals (Aries 1962:290, L 'Escole paroissiale 1654:252) and de Batencour 
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himself suggests that "1' on pourra se servir de celle qui est a la fin de ce livre, & qui se vend a 

part pour la commodite des enfans" ('one can use the one that is at the end of this book, which is 

sold separately for children's convenience') (Instruction methodique 1669:185). Because 

L 'Escole paroissiale was "the handbook on which the teachers in popular schools relied most" 

(Poutet 1990:167), I assume that Parisian schoolchildren often encountered this section of 

Instruction methodique. 

In this way, my analysis captures several stages ofliteracy education, both for noble 

children educated in the home, and for middle and lower class children educated at school. 

Before noble children learned to read words, they heard Pibrac's quatrains read aloud (Motley 

1990:78). When children first began to read words, they used Latin prayers and religious texts 

(L 'Escole paroissiale 1654:238-239), such as the Latin texts in the 1645 Alphabeth. When 

children transitioned to French, some used bilingual readers (de Viguerie 1978:144), like 

Cordier's Colloques, which also represents a widely-used courtesy manual (Aries 1962:383, 

Adamson 1919:168). Children also used civility guides (L 'Escole paroissiale 1654:252, Aries 

1962:290), like de Batencour's "Les Pratiques plus familieres de la Civilite" (1669) and Les 

quatrains de Pibrac (1644). In each text, I will search for instances of word-final <r>. In this 

way, I will examine the frequency with which children actually encountered the divergence (or 

convergence) of <r> and spoken [r], looking at both Latin and French texts from various stages 

of the child's education. For the total number of final <r> forms that appear in each text, see 

Appendix B; for lists ofthe final <r> forms that appear in each text, see Appendices C-H. 

As explained above, Lodge finds that the elision of final [r] marks low class speech 

(Lodge 2004). However, the pronunciation of word-final [r] demands a detailed, case-by-case 

analysis, because "the question of the pronunciation of -r is complex, and varies according to 
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part of speech, register, etc." (Ayres-Bennett 1990: 156). It would not suffice to claim that upper 

class speakers always pronounced word-final [r], while lower class speakers always deleted [r]. 

A full treatment of final <r>, with attention to each "part of speech, register, etc." (Ayres-Bennett 

1990:156), exceeds the scope of this paper. In general, ifthe elision of final [r] marks low class 

or non-standard speech, and final <r> was maintained in French orthography, then I suggest that 

final <r> forms represent the divergence of pronunciation and orthography for speakers of non

standard dialects. I will examine two particular categories of final <r>, which demonstrate both 

support of and exceptions to the generalization that orthography and pronunciation diverge for 

speakers of non-standard dialects. I will therefore identify and discuss two distinct categories of 

word-final [r]: infinitive verbs that end in <er>, and infinitive verbs that end in <ir>, excluding 

<oir>. My categorization specifies not only orthographic ending, but also part of speech. Many 

French words share orthographic endings but represent different parts of speech, for example, the 

verb alter ('to go') and the adjective Ieger ('light'). However, seventeenth-century grammarians 

categorize the pronunciation of final [ r] according to both wording ending and part of speech; for 

example, Vaugelas recommends the pronunciation of final [r] "excepte aux infinitifs" ('except in 

the infinitive') ( 164 7: 198), implying that pronunciation depends upon part of speech, and 

Hindret treats " .. .les r finales des noms substantifs terminez en er" ('final r's of substantive 

nouns ending in er') (1687:205) and "les r finales des verbes terminez en er" ('final r's of verbs 

ending in er') (1687:204) separately. For this reason, I categorize words according to both word 

ending and part of speech. Fouche discusses separately the pronunciation of monosyllablic and 

polysyllabic words (1961), and I therefore exclude all monosyllabic words with final <r>, 

assuming that monosyllabic and polysyllabic words patterned differently. 
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First I will consider infinitive verbs that end in <er>, sometimes called first conjugation 

verbs (as used in Ayres-Bennett 1990:156) or "-er verbs." According to Ayres-Bennet (1990), 

"the pronunciation [e] was of popular origin" (156). In his Remarques, Vaugelas calls for the 

deletion of final [r], and he gives the example "aller," which should be pronounced "comme si on 

escriuoit, aile .... " ('as if one wrote, aile') (Vaugelas 1642:198). In L 'art de bien prononcer et de 

bien parter Ia langue franr;oise ('The art of pronouncing and speaking the French language 

well'), published in Paris in 1687, Hindret allows the elision of [r] "dans le discours familier" 

('in familiar discourse') (204). In formal speech, however, [r] is sometimes pronounced: ifthe 

following word begins with a vowel, both Chiflet and Hindret demand that final [ r] is 

pronounced (Chiflet 1659:202, Hindret 1687:205). Hindret also condedes that, in formal speech, 

" ... il yen mesme qui les prononcent aussi devant des mots commences par des consones" ('there 

are some who also pronounce them before words that begin with consonants') (1687:205). 

According to Ayres-Bennet (1990), " ... seventeenth-century grammarians recommended that -r 

of first conjugation verbs should be sounded at least in verse and public speaking and only 

Vaugelas recognized the general spread ofthe forms without [r]" (156). The pronunciation of 

first conjugation verbs thus represents an interesting case. Members of the aristocracy likely 

dropped final [r], at least in casual speech; even Vaugelas, who favors court pronunciation, 

allows the elision of final [r]. However, the testimony of grammarians suggests that, at least in 

formal contexts, final [ r] should be pronounced. 

For children learning to read French, word-final <r> presents a potential challenge. 

Labov (200 1) suggests that the divergence of spelling and orthography causes difficulty for 

speakers of AA VE. Coda consonant clusters are often reduced in spoken AAVE, but the written 

form maintains the deleted consonant, and the disparity between spoken and written language 
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causes trouble for young readers. In the case of first conjugation French verbs, final <r> 

appeared in orthography. For middle and lower class speakers, final [r] was almost certainly 

dropped (Ayres-Bennett 1990:156, Lodge 2004); therefore, a consonant appears in orthography 

but is not pronounced in speech, causing a potential challenge for the reader. For upper class 

speakers, final [r] was also dropped from informal speech (Ayres-Bennett 1990:156). However, 

final [r] was pronounced in some contexts-for example, the public reading of verse-and so the 

pronunciation of final [r] for first conjugation verbs was likely familiar to the upper class 

speaker. For upper class speakers, familiarity with the pronunciation of [r] may have diminished 

the divergence between spoken and written language, reducing the challenge that beginning 

readers faced. 

Now I will consider the appearance of final <er> in each ofthe five sample texts. I use 

the first 500 words of each text, including chapter titles, headers, and the symbol<&>, and 

excluding numerals and words in a language other than the target language. In French texts, I 

count elided words as two words; for example,j'aime ('I like') represents two words,je ('I') and 

aime ('like'). I count and record all polysyllabic words with final <r>. I do not include 

monosyllabic words with final <r>. For French texts, I use two dimensions of categorization: 

part of speech (for example, noun, verb, adjective) and orthographic ending (for example, final 

<er>, final <oir>, final <eur>). For Latin texts, I categorize words according to orthographic 

ending, with four possible categories: final <er>, final <or>, final <ur>, and 'other.' Given the 

straightforward relationship between Latin orthography and pronunciation, I suppose that a Latin 

word's part of speech does not inform its pronunciation, and so I do not categorize Latin words 

according to their parts of speech. 
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Every sample text contains multiple instances of final <er>. In the first 500 words of 

Alphabeth (1644:9-27), 6 forms appear, representing 1.2% of the total words; in the first 500 

words ofthe Latin Colloques (Cordier 1638:1-9), 7 final <er> forms appear, representing 1.4% 

of the total words. Before the child begins to read French, between .6% and 1.4% of encountered 

words feature the <er> ending. Furthermore, the first 500 words of Moreau's Alphabet feature 11 

final <r> forms; the first 500 Latin words of Cordier's Colloques feature 24 final <r> forms; for 

the Latin texts, between 2.2% and 4.8% (respectively) ofthe words feature final <r>. 

The first 500 French words ofColloques (Cordier 1638:1-5) include 11 final <er> forms, 

which comprise 2.2% of the total words. The first 500 words of Jacques de Batencour's "Les 

Pratiques plus familieres de la Civilite que l'on peut enseigner dans les Ecoles" (Instruction 

methodique 1669:369-370) includes 19 instances of final <er>, which represents 3.8% of the 

total words encountered. In the first 500 words ofPibrac's quatrains (Les quatrains de Pibrac 

1644:1-5), 3 final <er> forms appear: 0.6% ofthe total words read. Bauthier's Civilite (1644:1-

1 0) includes 6 <er> forms, or 1.2% of the total words. 

Together, the sample texts suggest that children in petites ecoles encountered final <er> 

forms throughout their education. The 1644 alphabet suggests the presence of final <er> in the 

child's first Latin text; from the moment the child begins to spell (that is, to assemble syllables 

and form words), he encounters final <er>. He read the word aloud-for example, "pater" (9) or 

"semper" (17) -and learned to pronounce the final [r] (Alphabeth 1644). The students 

encountered other final <r> forms, as well-most often, <or> and <ur>. Here, children probably 

learned to pronounce final <r>, regardless ofthe specific word ending. 

Having learned to pronounce final <r>, whether in <er> forms or in any other final <r> 

forms, the child then progressed to French reading. In spoken French, he probably deleted the 
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final [r] of first conjugation verbs, that is, verbs that end in <er>. The student only progressed to 

French reading after mastering Latin; by now he had learnt to associate written final <r> and 

spoken final [r]. According to the sequence described in L 'ecole Paroissiale (de Batencour 

1654), the student did not return to his syllabaire, to relearn the pronunciation of <er>. 

Therefore, when the student encountered <er> in French texts, the pronunciation of <er> that he 

has already learned-namely, to pronounce [r]---contradicts the pronunciation he uses in daily 

life. The Colloques represent a particularly interesting example, because the student encountered 

Latin and French forms alongside one another; 7 final <er> forms in the Latin text, and 11 final 

<r> forms in the French text. For every Latin final <r> the child pronounced, he encountered 

(more than) one final <r> form in the French text, where the child's native pronunciation 

featured the deletion of [r]. 

For noble children, more accustomed to the pronunciation of [r], final <r> does not 

represent a strong divergence of written and spoken language. Though noble children probably 

deleted final [r] in informal conversation (Ayres-Bennett 1990:156), grammarians recommended 

the pronunciation of [r] in verse. Children heard, memorized, and even recited poetry: the 

Montmorency child memorized and recited Pibrac's quatrains (Archives Conde L 66 (126):1602 

in Motley 1990:78), and because the child had not yet learned to read, I assume he heard the 

quatrains read aloud. In this context, final [r] was probably pronounced (Ayres-Bennet 

1990:156), at least before vowels (Hindret 1687:205, Chiflet 1659:202) and perhaps before 

consonants (Hindret 1687:205). Admittedly, Pibrac's quatrains demonstrated the lowest 

frequency of final <er>, compared to the other four sample texts. However, <er> forms did 

appear, and if the child heard and then recited Pibrac's text, he probably knew the recommended 

pronunciation of some <er> forms. 
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Children in petites ecoles also heard texts read aloud. According to L 'escole Paroissiale, 

the Parisian superintendent demands that that the schoolteacher "faire la le<;on du Catechisme du 

Diocese" ('give a lesson on the Catechism ofthe Diocese') (L 'Escole paroissiale 1654:113), and 

de Batencour describes the lesson. Before the teacher arrives, a designated student "lecteur" 

('reader') reads aloud "quelque liure Spirituel. .. a laquelle lecture tous se rondront attentifs" 

('some spiritual book ... to which reading all [of the students] will pay attention'), and de 

Batencour even stipulates that" ... ceux qui arriuent durant ce lecture demeureront a genoux au 

milieu de l'Escole, de peur qu'en allant a leur place, ils empeschent les autres d'entendre & faire 

profit de ce qu' on lit" ('those who arrive during the reading will stay on their knees in the middle 

of the schoolroom, in fear that, by going to their seat, they will prevent the others from hearing 

and profiting from the reading) (L 'Escole paroissiale 1654:115). One student reads aloud, and 

the other students are expected to listen attentively. During the lesson itself, the catechism "was 

often taught from a copy belonging to the master or priest, and the responses were learnt by 

repetition" (Brown 2008:11). In de Batencour's classroom, the teacher poses questions from 

"1' Abrege des principaux mysteres" ('Abridgement of the principal mysteries'), and as the lesson 

progresses, the teacher "repetera tousiours les questions proposees luy mesme distinctement, 

auant que de passer a une autre" ('will himself always repeat distinctly the questions already 

proposed, before moving onto another') (L 'Escole paroissiale 1654: 119); de Batencour also 

stipulates that the students "qui diront le Catechisme, le prononcent distinctement ... a voix haute, 

de sorte qu'ils puissant facilement estre entendus de tousles Escoliers" ('who will recite the 

Catechism will pronounce it clearly ... loudly, such that they can be easily understood by all the 

students'), and by listening to their classmates, "les autres qui ne s<;auent pas lire, le pourront 

apprendre en se rendent attentifs par ce moyen la" ('the others who do not know how to read will 
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be able to learn it by paying attention in this way') (L 'Escole paroissiale 1654:121). Despite de 

Batencour's concern for loud and clear recitation, "it was realized that catechisms ... needed to be 

made more user-friendly in order to allow the young or inexperienced reader to grasp and 

appreciate the essential aspects of church doctrine" (Brown 2008: 12); later in the seventeenth 

century, writers published simpler, child-friendly catechisms (Brown 2008:12). Whether or not 

students understood the catechism, however, they heard text read or recited aloud: by the 

"lecteurs" before the lesson, by the teacher, and by other students. However, I suggest that 

children in the petites ecoles did not hear the formal, prestigious pronunciation recommended by 

grammarians. As explained above, "the men who drifted into school teaching were too often 

what might be called the dregs of humanity" (Compayre & Payne 2003:209); men accepted 

teaching posts when they "could not do better elsewhere," (Everett 1990:3), and for this reason, I 

assume that teachers generally belonged to the lower classes. For this reason, teachers probably 

did not speak the refined and formal language of the upper class. Similarly, I assume that the 

students in petites ecoles did not demonstrate mastery of formal pronunciation. Therefore, when 

either students or teachers read aloud, they probably did not use the prestige variety. In this way, 

students in petites ecoles did not hear the prestige variety or, more specifically, the pronunciation 

of final <r>. 

For first conjugation verbs, the relationship between French orthography and 

pronunciation caused greater trouble for children in petites ecoles than for noble children 

educated at home: for speakers of the stigmatized varieties, pronunciation and orthography 

diverged, while speakers of the prestigious variety encountered a less dramatic disparity between 

written and spoken language. However, the relationship between French orthography and 

pronunciation did not always disadvantage middle and lower class schoolchildren. For infinitive 
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verbs that end in <ir>, I will suggest that final [ r] was pronounced in the stigmatized variety and 

dropped in the prestigious variety. Therefore, in the case of <ir> endings, I will suggest that 

noble children experienced a greater divergence of written and spoken language than children in 

petites ecoles. 

In fact, descriptions of the seventeenth-century pronunciation of <ir> verbs vary. Most 

grammarians recommend the deletion of final [r] in some, if not all, contexts. For example, 

Vaugelas does not distinguish between <er> and <ir> verbs; he merely states that "R, se 

pronounce ... excepte aux infinitifs, car on prononce alter, courir, comme si l'on escriuoit, alte, 

couri'' ('R is pronounced ... except for infinitives, because one pronounces alter, courir, as if one 

had written alte, couri') (1647:198). Thurot lists fifteen seventeenth-century grammarians, 

including Vaugelas and Chiflet, who "s'accordent a enseigner qu'en conversation l'r est muette 

devant une consonne" ('agree in teaching that in conversation, r is muted before a consonant') 

(Oudin 1645:27, Vaugelas 1880:328, Chifflet 16759, Duez 1662:57, etc., summarized in Thurot 

1883:162)10; six others authors "ajoutent qu'elle est muette aussi devant une pause, et meme une 

voyelle" ('add that it is also muted before a pause, and also before a vowel') (Duez 1662, Raillet 

1668, Regnier 1705, etc. summarized in Thurot 1883:162). Some grammarians apparently 

recommended the deletion of [r], regardless of context; others recommended the pronunciation 

of [r] in some contexts, but not in others. For example, Chiflet recommends the pronunciation of 

[r] before a vowel, but not before a consonant (Chiflet 1659:202). Thurot reports that "Menage et 

tousles autres apres lui prescrivent de prononcer l'r dans le discours soutenu, ala fin des vers, et 

9 In his bibliography, Thurot mentions both the first edition of Essay d'une parfaite 
grammaire de Ia langue Jran9oise (1659) and the fifth edition (1675); I assume he cites the 
fifth edition, but the bibliography (Thurot 1881:Vol1, LX) does not explicitly clarify which 
edition Thurot uses. 
10 I use the bibliographic information listed in the introduction to Thurot, Vol I (1881) for 
the publication dates of works cited in Thurot, Vol II (1883). 
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au milieu devant une voyelle" ('Menage and all the others after him prescribe the pronunciation 

ofr in sustained discourse, at the end ofverses, and in the middle before a vowel') (Menage 

1675 summarized in Thurot 1883:162, Thurot 1883:162), and Hindret and Reigner even suggest 

an appropriate occasion for the pronunciation of [ r] before consonants, namely, "quand on 

declame" ('when one declaims') (Hindret 1687 and Reigner 1705 summarized in Thurot 

1883:162). Thurot claims that the deletion of [r] for <ir> forms "prevalut au XVIIa siecle 

absolument dans les memes conditions que celles des infinitifs en er" ('prevailed in the 16th 

century entirely in the same conditions as the conditions of er infinitives') (Thurot 1883:162). 

Indeed, the seventeenth-century grammarians suggest that <ir> and <er> verbs follow similar 

rules: final [ r] is often dropped, sometimes maintained before a consonant, and often pronounced 

in verse and public speaking, whether before vowels or before both vowels and consonants. On 

the other hand, Bonnard claims that the final [r] was "refait au XVIIe d'apres dire, lire" 

('reinstituted in the 17th century after dire, lire') (1975:30), and Ayres-Bennet claims that final 

[r] for <ir> verbs was "usually pronounced" (Ayres-Bennett 1990:156). However, the majority 

of grammarians cited in Thurot (1883:162) recommend the deletion offinal [r], at least in some 

contexts, and they allow the pronunciation of [ r] before vowels or in recitation. 

For some authors, the deletion of final [r] represents the recommended, standard variety, 

while the pronunciation of final [ r] represents the stigmatized speech of lower class Parisians 

(Cohen 1987:189, Andry de Boisregard 1689:452-459 in Rickard 1992:142). For example, 

Cohen notes that " ... pour -r il etait recommande de dire mouchoi et non mouchoir; co uri et non 

courir" ('for -r it was recommended to say mouchoi and not mouchoir; couri and not courir') 

(Cohen 1987:189). Here, the deletion of final [r] in the <ir> verb courir is considered correct. 

Meanwhile, Cohen claims that "on signalait que le peuple de Paris pronon<;ait les r a la fin de ces 
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mots" ('it was indicated that the people of Paris pronounced the r' s at the end of these words' ) 

(1987: 189). In this context, "le peuple" probably means the " ... partie la plus nombreuse et la 

moins riche de la nation" ('most numbrous and least rich part of the nation' ) (peuple in Le 

dictionnaire gratuit de TV5MONDE avec Mediadico), which is to say, the common people, or 

the masses. Indeed, Andry de Boisregard observes that " .. .le peuple de Paris est encore fort 

accofrtume a prononcer les r ala fin des infinitifs, comme aller, venir, etc., mais tres mal et fort 

rudement" ('the people of Paris are still strongly accustomed to prononuncing the r 'sat the end 

of infinitives, like alter, venir, etc., but very badly and rudely') (Andry de Boisregard 1689: 452-

459 in Rickard 1992:142). However, Andry de Boisregard warns against the total deletion of 

final [r] , adding that " .. .il ne faut pas faire neanmoins comme dans la plfrpart des provinces, ou 

on les supprime tout-a-fait" ('nevertheless, one must not speak like they do in most of the 

provinces, where they suppress [the r's] altogether') (Andry de Boisregard 1689: 452-459 in 

Rickard 1992:142). In Andry de Boisregard' s correct speech, [r] is pronounced, but with 

particular attention to style:" ... s' il suit une consonne, la prononciation de l' r ne doit presque pas 

estre sensible; je dis presque pas, parce qu'il ne faut pas tout-a-fait la supprimer" (Andry de 

Boisregard 1689:452-459 in Rickard 1992:142) (' if it follows a consonant, the pronunciation of 

the r must be scarcely detectable; I say scarcely, because one must not suppress it altogether' ). 

Given Ayres-Bennet' s claim that final [r] was "usually pronounced" (Ayres-Bennett 1990:156), I 

consider the possibility that the Parisian "peuple"-the middle and lower class speakers

demonstrated the pronunciation of [r] , but without the attention to context and style that the 

prestigious, upper class variety demanded. I therefore suggest the possibility that, among the 

Parisian middle and lower classes, some speakers pronounced the [r] of <ir> endings, and some 

speakers deleted the [r] of <ir> endings. 
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For <ir> verbs, I therefore assume the following: upper class speakers generally deleted 

[r], but maintained final [r] in some contexts, especially formal and public contexts (for example, 

see Thurot 1883:162); some of"le peuple" pronounced final [r] (for example, see Andry de 

Boisregard 1689:452-459 in Rickard 1992:142); and some of"le peuple" deleted final [r], given 

Andry's observation that [r] is deleted in the provinces (Andry de Boisregard 1689: 452-459 in 

Rickard 1992:142), and Lodge's obvseration that, in general, the elision of final [r] marks low 

class speech (Lodge 2004). 

Now I return to the sample children's texts, and I consider the appearance of <ir> in 

children's reading materials. Thurot's discussion of <ir> infinitives includes no <oir> examples 

(1883:162), and so I exclude <oir> endings from the infinitive <ir> category, assuming the 

possibility that <oir> and <ir> endings pattern separately. 

None of the Latin texts feature <ir> word endings. As mentioned above, the first 500 

words of the 1644 alphabet include 11 words with final <r>, which represent 2.2% of the total 

words. The 500 Latin words of Cordier's Colloques (1638) include 24 words with final <r>, 

which represents 4.8% ofthe total words. In the French texts, <ir> word endings appear less 

frequently than <er> infinitive endings. The first 500 words of Cordier's Colloques include no 

<ir> forms (compared to 10 <er> verbs). The first 500 words of de Batencour's "Les Pratiques 

plus familieres de la Civilite que l'on peut enseigner dans les Ecoles" (1669) include 3 infinitive 

<ir> verbs (compared to 19 <er> verbs), 0.6% of the 500 word section. In de Batencour's text, 

verbs with final <ir> comprise 11.11% of all <r> final forms. The first 500 words of Pibrac' s 

quatrains include 2 infinitive <ir> verbs (compared to 3 <er> verbs), which represent 0.6% of the 

500 word section and 14.29% of the <r> final forms. Bauthier's Civilite includes 1 infinitive <ir> 
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verb (compared to 6 <er> verbs), which represents 0.2% of the total selection and 6.25% ofthe 

final <r> forms. 

The six texts suggest that <ir> verbs occurred less frequently than <er> forms. The Latin 

texts do not include <ir> forms; however, as noted above, children probably pronounced final 

<r> for all Latin words, without reference to word ending. Therefore, when the child progressed 

to French reading, he had already learned to pronounce final [r] whenever final <r> appeared in 

the orthography. Cordier's Colloques represents the transition from Latin to French reading. At 

this stage, the reader encounters no <ir> forms. When the child read a civility guide-here, de 

Batencour's "Les pratiques plus familieres"-he encountered some <ir> forms, though he would 

have encountered more <er> than <ir> verbs. Above, I suggest that some middle and lower class 

children pronounced the final [r], while others omitted the [r]. Therefore, when children in the 

petites ecoles encountered <ir> forms in reading materials, two possible scenarios result. First, I 

will consider the children who pronounced final [r]. When they progressed to French texts, 

pronunciation and orthography agreed with one another: <r> appeared on the page, and [ r] was 

pronounced in spoken language. These children already learned to pronounce final [r] in Latin 

reading. If the children continued to pronounce final [ r], then for <ir> verb endings, 

pronunciation and orthography did not conflict. However, these children also encountered more 

<er> than <ir> endings. In spoken language, they probably deleted the final [r] of first 

conjugation verbs. As I explain above, <er> verbs thus represent the divergence of spoken and 

written language. I suggest the possibility that, through repetition and frequent exposure to <er> 

verb endings, children eventually learned not to pronounce the orthographic <r> of <er> 

endings-in other words, the possibility that children overcame the difficulty I describe above, 

and ultimately learned to reconcile orthography and their own native pronunciation. If children 



learned to omit the final [r] of <er> verbs, then I also suggest the possibility that children 

overextended the non-pronunciation of final <r> and consequently deleted the final [r] of <ir> 

forms-forms that occurred less frequently in the reading materials. 
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Now, I will consider children who deleted final [r]. For these children, pronunciation and 

orthography diverged. When children learned to read Latin, they probably learned to pronounce 

final <r>. Then children progressed to French readings and encountered some <ir> verbs. 

Children's native pronunciation of <ir> verbs, which featured the omission of final [r], 

contradicted the learned pronunciation of final <r>. 

For infinitive <ir> verbs, upper class French speakers sometimes deleted final [r], 

especially in casual speech and before consonants (Vaugelas 1880:328, Chifflet 1675, Duez 

1662:57, Raillet 1668, Regnier 1705, etc., summarized in Thurot 1883:162); upper class speakers 

sometimes pronounced final [ r], particularly while reading verse, and perhaps in casual contexts, 

as well (Hindret 1687, Reigner 1705 summarized in Thurot 1883:162). For <ir> verbs, as with 

<er> verbs, final <r> does not necessarily represent a total divergence of written and spoken 

language: noble children probably encountered the pronunciation of final [r], at least in certain 

contexts. Furthermore, children heard and recited verse, as explained above; Pibrac's quatrains 

represent an example ofthe poetry a noble child might have heard and ultimately recited 

(Archives Conde L 66 (126):1602 in Motley 1990:78). When read aloud, final <r> was probably 

pronounced (Menage 1675, Hindret 1687 and Reigner 1705 summarized in Thurot 1883:162), 

familiarizing children with the pronunciation of final [r] for <ir> verb endings. However, in the 

case of <ir> verbs, I have suggested that some middle and lower class children generally 

pronounced final [r], regardless of context. In some contexts, noble children probably deleted the 

final [r] of <ir> verbs. In other words, orthography and pronunciation conflicted more frequently 
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and pronunciation generally agreed. 

IV. Comparison and conclusion 
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In seventeenth-century Paris, noble children's reading education favored the emerging standard 

variety of French (Motley 1990). Noble children also learned to read Latin, according to the 

demands of their future careers (Motley 1990). Especially at the beginning of the seventeenth 

century, many noble families employed private tutors, and children thus learned to read at home. 

Some noble children attended colleges and secondary schools outside of the home; but even 

then, noble children often left school before completion, acquiring only the skills necessary for 

their career paths: "future soldiers [got] basic Latin grammar and perhaps some humanities and 

rhetoric, and future clerics [continued] on to study philosophy and often to take an advanced 

degree in theology" (Motley 1990:107-1 08). Here, I emphasize the elements of choice and 

utility. The noble family deliberately selected each child's literacy education program, for 

example, by choosing and "supervising" a tutor (Motley 1990:81), hiring a governor (Motley 

1990:82), or choosing the duration of a child's stay at school (Motley 1990). For noble children, 

literacy education represented the acquisition of useful skills and knowledge, according to the 

social and professional demands of the child's future. 

Children in petites ecoles first learned to read Latin, though de la Salle suggests that Latin 

reading skills served little purpose: as mentioned above, de la Salle asks " ... what use do the 

children of either sex who come to the Christian Schools have for the Latin language" (Koch et 

al. 2004:94)? Though de la Salle observed that that" ... knowing how to read French is far more 

useful to all children than knowing how to read Latin" (Koch et al. 2004:93-94), children only 
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learned French reading after they demonstrated mastery of Latin reading. De la Salle suggests 

that some students never progressed to French, because when children "[were] old enough to 

start working, their parents [withdrew] them or else they [stopped] coming because they [had] to 

learn a living" (Koch et al. 2004:94). For children who progressed to French reading, De la Salle 

suggests that "when much time has been spent learning to read Latin first, still more is required 

to learn how to read French" (Koch et al. 2004:94). I have investigated de la Salle's claim, with 

attention to two categories of final <r> forms, and here I have suggested that the divergence of 

orthography and pronunciation caused difficulties for speakers of non-standard or stigmatized 

varieties of French. Speakers of the emerging standard, prestigious dialect also encountered the 

divergence of pronunciation and orthography, as final [r] was often dropped in casual 

conversation; however, I suggest that noble children were more familiar with the pronunciation 

of final [r], and I suggest that final <r> thus represented a less dramatic divergence of 

pronunciation and orthography. 

In section II above, I consider literacy education in modem Philadelphia schools, with 

particular attention to the literacy materials that students encounter when they first begin to read. 

I suggest that speakers of non-standard English face particular challenges that speakers of 

standard English do not face: for speakers of AA VE, the pronunciation and orthography of coda 

consonant clusters sometimes diverge. I suggest that speakers of SAE also encounter the 

divergence of pronunciation and orthography. Specifically, for speakers ofSAE, some words' 

written forms include consonant clusters, while the spoken forms do not include consonant 

clusters. In part II, I call these codas Category III codas. Category III includes words like trying: 

the orthography features the consonant cluster <ng>, but the pronounced coda includes a single 

consonant, [IJ], rather than a consonant cluster. However, speakers of AAVE encounter other 
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forms whose codas feature the divergence of pronunciation and orthography. For speakers of 

SAE, pronunciation and orthography align; but speakers of AA VE must learn to reconcile the 

difference between spoken and written language. In other words, with respect to coda consonant 

clusters, pronunciation and orthography diverge more often for speakers of AA VE than for 

speakers of SAE. 

To compare reading education in seventeenth century France and contemporary 

Philadelphia, I will utilize Scribner's "Literacy in Three Metaphors" (1984), an essay that 

considers the definition of"literacy."11 Although my paper only considers reading education and 

thus excludes other elements of literacy (for example, writing), I employ Scribner's 

conceptualization of "literacy" as a framework for the analysis of reading education in both 

seventeenth century France and modem Philadelphia. 

Scribner calls literacy a "social achievement"; people learn literacy "only in the course of 

participation in socially organized activities with written language" (Scriber 1984:2). Therefore, 

"individual literacy is relative to social literacy": the definition of individual literacy requires 

reference to the literacy practices of society at large. Scribner notes that "social literacy practices 

vary in time ... and space"-for my purposes, social literacy practices vary across seventeenth 

century France and modem Philadelphia-and therefore, individual literacy defies constant or 

universal definition (Scribner 1984:2). Instead, as "social literacy practices vary ... what qualifies 

as individual literacy varies with them" (Scriber 1984:2). Scriber proposes three metaphors, each 

of which captures a particular perspective of the "meaning of literacy" and "embraces a certain 

11 For the idea to incorporate Scribner's essay (1984), I thank a student in Education 250 
B01: Literacies in Education at Haverford College, who asked whether "literacy as a state of 
grace" can be acquired before "literacy as adaptation" -a question which seemed to touch 
upon the experiences of children in Parisian petites ecoles; and I thank Paul Cohen (History, 
University of Toronto) for the general insight that language use-even of a single social 
group-varied across societal contexts. 
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set of ... values" (Scribner 1984:7): "literacy as adaptation, literacy as power, and literacy as a 

state of grace" (Scriber 1984:2). For the purposes of this paper, I will examine both "literacy as 

adaptation" and "literacy as a state of grace," and I omit "literacy as power" from my discussion. 

In her discussion of"literacy as adaptation," Scriber considers the notion of"functional 

literacy," which "is conceived broadly as the level of proficiency necessary for effective 

performance in a range of customary activities" (1984:3). In other words, functional literacy 

encompasses the literacy skills necessary for "daily life" (Scribner 1984:3); for example, "on the 

job, riding about town, shopping for groceries, we all encounter situations requiring us to read or 

produce written symbols" (Scribner 1984:3). Even within a single nation or society, the 

definition of functional literacy remains complicated. Scribner considers the definition of 

"minimum functional competency" (Scriber 1984:3), which is to say, the minimum literacy skills 

required for survival in society, and she questions whether "all communities and cultural groups 

in our class-based and heterogeneous society confront equivalent functional demands" (Sribner 

1984:3). Given the diverse literacy needs of different communities, Scribner suggests two 

extremes for the definition of "minimal functional competencies": at one extreme, a standard that 

matches either the "narrow" or the broad needs of society at large, either "pegged to immediate 

vocational and personal needs" or to broader needs, such as "the ability to cope with college 

subject matter" (Scriber 1984:4); at the other extreme, a standard that "adopt[s] different criteria 

for different regions or communities," which, according to Scribner, would "ensure the 

perpetuation of educational inequalities and the differential access to life opportunities with 

which these are associated" (Scriber 1984:4). No matter the means for defining a standard or 

minimum set of literacy skills, Scribner's essay suggests the functionality or necessity of 

particular literacy skills-in other words, the possibility that certain literacy skills are essential 



for survival and participation in society. Furthermore, Scribner emphasizes the diverse literacy 

needs of different communities, and the difficulty of establishing a single standard or 

"minimum" for functional literacy. 
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Scribner's "literacy as a state of grace" represents the "tendency in many societies to 

endow the literate person with special virtues" (1984:6), whether spiritual, intellectual, or 

otherwise. Literacy facilitates access to written sources of knowledge and information, and in 

this way, "the literate individual's life derives its meaning and significance from intellectual, 

aesthetic, and spiritual participation in the accumulated creations and knowledge of humankind, 

made available through the written word" (Scribner 1984:6). For example, the literate individual 

possesses the ability to read religious texts and, therefore, gains access to the sacred information 

contained in certain written materials: Scribner notes that" ... memorizing the Qur'an .. .is 

simultaneously a process of becoming literate and holy" (1984:6). While "literacy as adaptation" 

equips the individual to function and survive in society, "literacy as a state of grace" assigns 

"special virtues" or "special powers" to the individual (Scriber 1984:6). 

I have suggested that utility characterized the reading education of seventeenth-century 

Parisian noble children. Now I examine more closely the element of utility, using Scribner's 

notions of "literacy as adaptation" and "literacy as a state of grace" (1984). First, I propose that 

Latin reading skills represented a component of"literacy as adaptation." Motley suggests that 

young aristocrats studied Latin because "study of the classical humanities was used to help 

reinforce the aristocracy's primary vocational identities as officers and clerics" (Motley 

1990:79). Furthermore, when noble children attended school, noble families "[adapted] exposure 

to the Latin curriculum to career plans" (Motley 1990:98). Future military officers left school 

early, requiring "little beyond the basic Latin grammar and humanities," while future clergymen 
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required further education (Motley 1990:98). Apparently noble families chose to teach children 

Latin reading-and sometimes, other elements of the Latin language-because Latin served a 

practical, functional purpose in noble society: Latin equipped the noble child for his future 

career. In this way, Latin represents an element of"literacy as adaptation," because it allowed the 

noble child to function in society. As explained above, the noble family deliberately designed the 

child's education, for example, by employing and supervising the tutor, and, where relevant, by 

determining the length of the child's stay at school. In this way, I suggest that the noble family 

chose to provide the child with "literacy as adaptation"-whether by implementing Latin reading 

education in the home, or by sending the child to school to learn necessary Latin skills. 

For the aristocracy, I propose that French literacy contributed to "literacy as a state of 

grace," which shapes and distinguishes the individual, "endow[ing] the literate person with 

special virtues" (Scribner 1984:6) and facilitating access to special knowledge. As I have 

explained, mastery of refined French demonstrated membership in elite society (Ayres-Bennet 

1987), and French literacy education promoted spoken, prestigious French-for example, 

through the recitation of poems and the composition of letters (Motley 1990). In this way, French 

literacy represents--or perhaps reinforces-a special and elite characteristic, rather than a 

functional utility. 

In her discussion of functional literacy, Scribner acknowledges that "'minimal functional 

competencies"' vary across communities (1984:3); even within a single society, different 

communities demand different sets of literacy skills. In this way, I suggest that seventeenth

century Parisian nobility required different literacy skills than the rest of the Parisian population. 

While Latin reading served a practical purpose for members of the upper class, de la Salle 

suggests that Latin served no purpose for poor children in the petites ecoles (Koch et al. 
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2004:94). Alternately stated, Latin contributed little the development of a poor child's "literacy 

as adaptation." As mentioned above, the use of Latin reading materials "fulfilled the obligation 

of schools under the Ancien Regime to provide religious instruction" (Waquet 2001 :8). In this 

way, Latin represents "literacy as a state of grace," granting access to religious knowledge. 

However, de la Salle suggests that Latin reading education only impaired children's access to 

religious knowledge. In his "Memorandum On Not Using Latin To Teach Reading," de la Salle 

argues that children did not stay in school long enough to master Latin reading, and so "when 

they leave, they will know how to read Latin only imperfectly" (Koch et al. 2004:94-95). 

According to de la Salle, if children learn to read French, then "they can learn Christian doctrine 

by themselves and can study it in the printed catechisms"; but if children "know how to read 

Latin only, and that badly, all their life they will remain ignorant of their duties as Christians" 

(Koch et al. 2004:95). In this way, Latin does not actually facilitate "literacy as a state of grace." 

Furthermore, de la Salle claims that many children "quit school before learning to read 

French or at least to read it well" (Koch et al. 2004:94). For children who left school early, the 

prioritization of Latin reading, and the consequent postponement of French reading, ultimately 

prevented children from learning to read in French. Furthermore, I have considered the 

experiences of students who remained at school long enough to study French reading. I have 

suggested that Latin orthography matched Latin pronunciation, while French orthography often 

diverged from French pronunciation. When students studied Latin, they learned to pronounce 

word-final <r>; then children transitioned to French reading, where the appearance word-final 

<r> conflicted with spoken language patterns. In this way, I have suggested the possibility that 

Latin reading impeded, rather than facilitated, French reading. 
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While choice characterized noble children's education-the noble family deliberately 

equipped children with functional literacy skills, in addition to elements of "literacy as a state of 

grace"-the literacy education of children in petites ecoles lacks the element of choice. When 

children left school early, before learning to read Latin, they left by necessity and not by choice: 

children reached working age, and "their parents withdraw them or else they stop coming 

because they have to learn a living" (Koch et al. 2004:94). For parents who could not afford to 

pay private tutors, the petites ecoles represented affordable schooling, because schoolmasters 

were "supposed to afford a free education to the children ofthe poor" (Bernard 1922:49). The 

noble parent supervised the tutor (Motley 1990:81-82) and thus maintained control ofthe child's 

education, but the lower class parent probably did not supervise the activity of the schoolmaster 

and, in this way, lacked control of the child's education. For children who stayed at school and 

learned to read in French, the troublesome mismatch of orthography and pronunciation did not 

result from a deliberate choice by the child or his family, but from the pronunciation patterns of 

the child's native language. 

In contemporary American society, literacy education favors SAE. For students in 

modem Philadelphia, literacy in SAE represents access to jobs and higher education. 

Furthermore, Scribner suggests that different communities require different literacy skills 

(1984:3). Scribner acknowledges differences in necessary "proficiency," for example, she notes 

the difference between "the level of reading and writing activities carried out in small and 

isolated rural communities" and the "literacy activities of college teachers" (Scribner 1984:3). 

Furthermore, Scribner acknowledges the complexity of defining "functionality from the 

individual's point of view": for example," .. .inner city youngsters may have no desire to write 

letters to each other; raising one's reading level by a few grades may not be seen as a magic 
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ticket to a job" (Heath 1980 summarized in Scriber 1984:4). If, to any extent, SAE comprises 

functional literacy in contemporary Philadelphia, the acquisition of functional literacy poses a 

challenge for speakers of AA VE. Labov suggests that the mismatch of pronunciation and 

orthography in coda consonant clusters causes difficulty for young speakers of AA VE (200 1 ), 

and I have demonstrated the frequency of problematic coda consonant clusters in one example of 

early reading materials, namely, Frog and Toad All Year. 

Furthermore, in both contemporary Philadelphia and seventeenth-century Paris, literacy 

education denies speakers of non-standard dialects "literacy as adaptation." The petites ecoles 

prioritized Latin reading, which served little purpose for middle and lower class children (Koch 

et al. 2004:94). I have also suggested that the divergence of orthography and pronunciation 

caused trouble for children in petites ecoles, if and when they progressed to French reading. In 

his "Memorandum," de la Salle claims that" ... knowing how to read French is far more useful to 

all children than knowing how to read Latin" (Koch et al. 2004:93-94); if French served a 

functional purpose for the middle and lower classes, then reading education in the petites ecoles 

also denies children functional literacy in French. In this way, I suggest that the mismatch of 

standard orthography and nonstandard pronunciation impairs literacy acquisition for both 

modem speakers of AA VE and for seventeenth-century speakers of non-standard Parisian 

French. My analysis of reading education in modem Philadelphia, enabled by Labov's (2001) 

analysis of coda consonant clusters, facilitates my analysis of reading education in Parisian 

petites ecoles: the suggestion that children, particularly young speakers of a non-standard variety, 

struggle to reconcile the divergence of pronunciation and orthography, allows the suggestion that 

children in petites ecoles struggle to read final <r> forms. In this way, reading education in 

contemporary Philadelphia illuminates reading education in seventeenth-century Paris. 
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As suggested above, Latin reading education in petites ecoles served to provide "literacy 

as a state of grace"; but in fact, de la Salle's "Memorandum" (in Koch et al. 2004) suggests that 

Latin impeded, rather than facilitated, children' s acquisition of"literacy as a state of grace." 

From another perspective, Latin education in petites ecoles served to provide an easier, simpler 

introduction to reading (Combes 1997:51 , Roux 1694:21ffin Poutet 1990:168), but de la Salle' s 

"Memorandum" (in Koch et al. 2004) and my own analysis both suggest that Latin education 

only impeded French literacy acquisition, and de la Salle's "Memorandum" questions children's 

Latin literacy acquisition, as well. In this way, educators misidentify the necessary components 

of literacy acquisition, and ultimately the child acquires neither "literacy as a state of grace" nor 

"literacy as adaptation," but instead acquires a set of useless or impractical reading skills. Most 

generally, educators' attempts to foster particular forms of literacy deny the child useful literacy 

skills; in other words, the child learns something, but nothing of particular use or purpose. In this 

way, my analysis of seventeenth-century Parisian education suggests a particular consequence of 

literacy education in Philadelphia schools. Educators' attempts to foster SAE literacy encounters 

difficulty for speakers of AA VE, whose spoken language conflicts with written SAE; here, 

seventeenth-century Parisian petites ecoles suggest that failed or failing efforts to provide 

"literacy as adaptation" leave children with a collection of useless skills, or at least, without the 

literacy skills they actually require. 
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Appendix A 

To divide syllables, I use the sonority theory as described in Ladefoged & Johnson (2011 :245-
246) and use as a guide Figure 10.1 on page 246, "The relative sonority of a number of the 
sounds ofEnglish" (2011). 

Figure 1. Syllables and target codas per page, Frog and Toad All Year (Lobel1976) 

TOTAL TOTAL TOTAL Category 
PAGE TOTAL TOTAL TARGET Category II II CODAS with -
# SYLLABLES WORDS CODAS CODAS ed suffix 

4 49 43 5 1 
5 12 10 1 1 0 
6 39 34 4 2 2 
7 35 30 6 0 0 
8 61 58 6 1 1 
9 14 13 0 0 0 

10 25 25 5 
11 25 22 2 1 1 
12 31 24 1 0 0 
13 30 27 3 2 2 
14 12 12 0 0 0 
15 8 7 1 
16 29 24 2 
17 42 37 3 1 
18 50 48 4 2 1 
19 18 16 0 0 0 
20 36 31 3 0 0 
21 47 40 5 1 
22 22 20 4 2 
23 50 42 8 2 2 
24 33 25 4 2 2 
25 40 34 6 2 0 
26 49 42 7 2 2 
27 42 33 3 0 0 
28 44 38 6 1 1 
29 19 16 2 0 0 
30 53 51 5 1 0 
31 17 16 5 2 
32 30 27 5 2 2 
33 31 27 4 1 
34 37 33 6 2 2 
35 0 0 0 0 0 
36 28 25 3 0 0 
37 37 32 8 5 2 
38 29 26 7 2 1 
39 16 15 0 0 
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40 31 27 4 1 1 
41 42 37 5 1 0 
42 50 43 5 3 1 
43 10 9 0 0 0 
44 48 41 6 5 3 
45 25 25 0 0 
46 26 24 4 3 2 
47 27 25 4 3 2 
48 60 55 16 8 6 
49 
50 37 32 6 4 2 
51 29 25 3 2 
52 27 24 5 2 
53 20 19 5 1 
54 61 48 7 5 5 
55 10 9 0 0 0 
56 35 27 2 1 
57 33 31 7 1 
58 45 33 4 1 1 
59 46 43 4 0 0 
60 43 37 2 0 0 
61 6 6 0 0 0 
62 24 19 0 0 
63 64 57 5 3 3 
64 41 34 6 2 2 

TOTAL 1980 1733 237 87 63 

Figure 2. Words containing target codas, per page 
PAGE 

4 knocked toad's and warm and 
5 clothes 
6 things pushed pulled snowpants 
7 and scarf Toad's help best friend 
8 and went tramped fast front behind 
9 

10 bump rushed past and rocks 
11 leaped snowbank 
12 world 
13 looked around screamed 
14 
15 dived 
16 pulled yourself 
17 myself asked much 
18 Frog's spoiled stand clothes 
19 
20 much cold around 
21 went find walked woods around 
22 pebbles and asked and 
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23 walked went around find asked old worm stump 
24 walked went around asked 
25 and lizard must tired tired 
26 went found around asked went around asked 
27 birds and and flowers 
28 found found just around stopped and 
29 around Frog's 
30 and pond cold went cones 
31 licked cones likes best and 
32 walked large soft slipped arm 
33 walked drops Toad's must 
34 and dripped Toad's splattered pants and 
35 
36 pond just and 
37 covered sticks and leaves squirrel comes horns asked 
38 behind and covered sticks and leaves horns 
39 heavens 
40 pond sank and washed 
41 mind and large and cones 
42 leaves ground Toad's leaves surprised 
43 
44 looked leaves covered Frog's leaves pleased 
45 woods 
46 Toad's looked raked leaves 
47 Frog's looked raked leaves 

worked hard raked leaves Toad's picked and pushed 
48 and pulled raked leaves Frog's front yard and 
49 
50 wind land leaves raked leaves raked 
51 leaves surprised must 
52 work leaves surprised must 
53 and each turned and went 
54 cooked looked remembered hands opened front looked 
55 
56 happened and 
57 opened once lost woods cold and and 
58 chased sharp friend and 
59 found found lantern woods 
60 found help 
61 
62 present 
63 asked lost woods asked asked 
64 opened present friends hands moved hours 



Appendix B 

For Figures 3-5 below, I use the following abbreviations for the sample texts: 

Quatrains: Les quatrains de Pibrac (1644) 
Alphabeth: Alphabeth pour apprendre les enfants a promptement lire et ecrire (1644) 
Coli-Latin: Latin text of Les colloques de Mathurin Cordier (Cordier 1638) 
Coli-French: French text of Les colloques de Mathurin Cordier (Cordier 1638) 
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Pratiques: "Les Pratiques plus familieres de la Civilite que l' on peut enseigner dans les Ecoles" 
in Instruction methodique ( 1669) 
Civilite: Civilite ou instruction de lajeuneusse (Bauthier 1644) 

Figure 3. Total instances of final <er> in first 500 words of each sample text 

sample text Quatrains Alphabeth Coli-Latin Coli-French Pratiques Civilite 

total instances 3 6 7 11 19 6 

Figure 4. Total instances of final <ir> (excluding <oir>) in first 500 words of each sample text 

sample text Quatrains Alphabeth Coli-Latin Coli-French Pratiques Civilite 

total instances 2 0 0 0 3 1 

Figure 5. Total instances of final <oir> in first 500 words of each sample text 

sample text Quatrains Alphabeth Coli-Latin Coli-French Pratiques Civilite 

total instances 2 0 0 0 2 4 

Figure 6. Total instances of final <r> in first 500 words of each sample text 

sample text Quatrains Alphabeth Coli-Latin Coli-French Pratiques Civilite 

total instances 14 11 24 12 27 16 
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Appendix C 

Figure 7. Instances of final <r> in first 500 words, Les Quatrains de Pibrac (1644:1-5) 

VERBS ADJECTIVES NOUNS OTHER 

final <er> final <ir> final <oir> final <eur> final <ier> final <eur> final <ier> 

VERB PAGE VERB PAGE VERB PAGE ADJ PAGE ADJ PAGE NOUN PAGE NOUN PAGE WORD PAGE 

juger 1 fleurir 5 s<;:auoir 4 premier 1 faueur 2 en cor 2 

mirer 4 orgueillir 5 auoir 4 labeur 2 miroir 3 

parler 4 Autheur 2 

couleur 3 

grandeur 3 

Figure 8. Word category totals, Les Quatrains de Pibrac (1644:1-5) 

VERBS ADJECTIVES NOUNS OTHER 

final final final final final final final 
<er> <ir> <oir> <eur> <ier> <eur> <ier> 

total instances 3 2 2 0 1 5 0 2 
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AppendixD 

This section of Alphabeth also contained some French words (for example, prayer titles), which I 
omitted from my word count. 

Figure 9. Instances of final <r> in first 500 words, Alphabeth (1644:9-18) 

final <er> final <or> final <ur> OTHER 

WORD PAGE WORD PAGE WORD PAGE WORD PAGE 

pater 9 confiteor 17 sanctificetur 9 

semper 17 precor 17 Misereatur 18 

semper 17 dirigantur 24 

semper 24 

hiber 26 

hiber 27 

Figure 10. Word category totals, Alphabeth (1644:9-18) 

word category final <er> final <or> final <ur> OTHER 

total instances 6 2 3 0 
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Figure 11. Instances of final <r> in first 500 Latin words, Colloques (Cordier 1638:1-9) 

final <er> final <or> final <ur> OTHER 

WORD PAGE WORD PAGE WORD PAGE WORD PAGE 

paulisper 1 irascor 2 igitur 2 loquebar 

fabularer 3 praeceptor 3 igitur 5 

frater 4 praeceptor 4 igitur 5 

frater 4 praeceptor 6 igitur 5 

libenter 6 quatuor 7 Laudetur 6 

semper 7 praeceptor 6 agitur 7 

Puer 8 videor 8 igitur 8 

percontabor 12 9 

praeceptor 9 

Figure 12. Word category totals, Latin text, Colloques (Cordier 1638:1-9) 

word category final <er> final <or> final <ur> OTHER 

total instances 7 9 7 1 

12 I had difficulty reading this word and thus note the possibility that I miscopied the 
orthography. 
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Appendix F 

Figure 13. Instances of final <r> in first 500 French words, Colloques (Cordier 1638:1-5) 

VERBS ADJECTIVES NOUNS OTHER 

final <er> final <ir> final <oir> final <eur> final <ier> final <eur> final <ier> 

VERB PAGE VERB PAGE VERB PAGE ADJ PAGE ADJ PAGE NOUN PAGE NOUN PAGE WORD PAGE 

iouer 2 premier 

repeter 2 

repeter 2 

iouer 2 

deuiser 2 

deuiser 3 

exercer 3 

mostrer 3 

traitter 3 

estudier 3 

desieuner 4 

Figure 14. Word category totals, French text, Colloques (1638:1-5) 

VERBS ADJECTIVES NOUNS OTHER 

final final final final final final final 
<er> <ir> <oir> <eur> <ier> <eur> <ier> 

total instances 11 1 
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Appendix G 

Figure 15. Instances of final <r> in first 500 words, "Les Pratiques plus familieres de la Civilite 
que l'on peut enseigner dans les Ecoles" (Instruction methodique 1669:369-370) 

VERBS ADJECTIVES NOUNS OTHER 

final <er> final <ir> final <oir> final <eur> final <ier> final <eur> final <ier> 

VERB PAGE VERB PAGE VERB PAGE ADJ PAGE ADJ PAGE NOUN PAGE NOUN PAGE 

pratiquer 369 decouvrir 369 avoir 369 faveur 370 entier 369 

entrer 369 servir 370 avoir 370 bonheur 370 

quitter 369 servir 370 

de'trousser 369 

saiOer 369 

chanter 369 

sonner 369 

reciter 369 

adorer 370 

porter 370 

accopagner 370 

quitter 370 

changer 370 

donner 370 

de'gager 370 

quitter 370 

approcher 370 

eviter 370 

donner 370 



Figure 16. Word category totals, "Les Pratiques plus familieres de la Civilite que 1' on peut 
enseigner dans les Ecoles" (Instruction methodique 1669:369-370) 

VERBS ADJECTIVES NOUNS OTHER 

final final final final final final final 
<er> <ir> <air> <eur> <ier> <eur> <ier> 

total instances 19 3 2 0 0 2 1 0 
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Figure 17. Instances of final <r> in first 500 words, Civilite ou instruction de Iajeunesse 
(Bauthier 1644:1-10) 

VERBS ADJECTIVES NOUNS OTHER 

final <er> final <ir> final <oir> final <eur> final <ier> final <eur> final <ier> 
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VERB PAGE VERB PAGE VERB PAGE ADJ PAGE ADJ PAGE NOUN PAGE NOUN PAGE WORD PAGE 

offenser 1 resjouyir 9 vouloir 4 premier 1 fureur 
L'Es-

8 Butor 8 8 . 
prev1er 

esviter 3 recevoir 5 premier 4 

loOer 3 avoir 9 

former 5 recevoir 9 

proposer 10 

obliger 10 

Figure 18.Word category totals, Civilite ou instruction de Iajeunesse (Bauthier 1644:1-10) 

VERBS ADJECTIVES NOUNS OTHER 

final final final final final final final 
<er> <ir> <oir> <eur> <ier> <eur> <ier> 

total instances 6 1 4 0 2 1 1 1 
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